
ABSTRACT 

LIN, SHENG-HSUAN. Analysis and Design of Deteriorated Prestressed Concrete Bridge Beams 

in Flexure and Shear Repaired with Prestressed Mechanically-Fastened Fiber-Reinforced 

Polymer. (Under the direction of Dr. Rudolf Seracino). 

 

Built in the 1960s, prestressed concrete (PC) C-channel bridges having been in-service for 

more than 40 years. These bridge structures are deteriorating due to corrosion of the prestressing 

strands, overload traffic, and natural aging, which has raised concerns for state departments of 

transportation (DOTs). The deteriorated C-channel beams lose their flexural capacity, violating 

the load limits defined by the American Association for State Highway and Transportation 

Officials (AASHTO). The flexural MF-FRP repair system previously developed provides state 

DOTs with a solution to remove load-posting or reopen closed deteriorated PC bridges. The 

flexural MF-FRP repair system has been successfully tested on six C-channel beams and five cored 

slabs and implemented on an in-service deteriorated C-channel bridge as a demonstration. The 

long-term behavior of the MF-FRP system, including sustained load and fatigue effects, have also 

been studied. A layered-sectional analysis approach (LSA) was shown to give a good prediction 

of the flexural behavior of repaired cored slabs. However, deterioration at the end region of C-

channel beams was observed on-site, which may affect the shear capacity, and which has not been 

considered previously. The current flexural MF-FRP repair system is designed for flexural 

deterioration only. Therefore, a shear strengthening system needs to be considered to address the 

beam deterioration observed in end regions. The LSA approach needs to be modified to consider 

the unique effects of repaired C-channel beams. Field application on an in-service deteriorated PC 

bridge to provide additional data to support the use of the repair system is also desirable. This 

research aims to develop an analytical procedure to model the full behavior of repaired C-channel 

beams, design a shear strengthening system to address the shear deterioration observed, conduct 



full-scale tests to validate the shear strengthening design and implement the developed 

flexural/shear MF-FRP repair system on another deteriorated C-channel bridge. A comprehensive 

layered-sectional analysis approach was developed considering the second-order effects on the 

flexural MF-FRP system to predict the member behavior. The modified LSA approach was able 

to give a good prediction of the flexural behavior of repaired C-channel beams and obtain a flexural 

capacity within 5% of the experimental results. A shear strengthening plate was designed to 

integrate with the original flexural MF-FRP repair system. Seven tests were conducted on four C-

channel beams to study the member shear behavior using the proposed flexural/shear MF-FRP 

repair system. The shear behavior of the deteriorated C-channel beams was quantified through 

experiments and the use of shear strengthening plates improves the shear behavior of shear 

deteriorated C-channel beams. Finally, a field repair application using the designed MF-FRP 

system was conducted on an in-service deteriorated C-channel bridge, along with instrumentation 

to enable long-term monitoring. The repair system remains in good condition after being in-service 

for more than 7 months and the repair system is stable based on the results of the long-term 

monitoring. 
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CHAPTER 1:  INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Background 

Prestressed concrete (PC) C-channel beams and cored slabs are among the standard shapes 

and forms of bridge structures commonly used by the North Carolina Department of 

Transportation (NCDOT) and across the United States since the 1960s. Since being in-service for 

more than 40 years, these bridge structures are deteriorating due to corrosion of the prestressing 

strands, overloaded traffic, and natural aging, which has raised concerns for state DOTs. Figure 

1.1 shows examples of PC deteriorated C-channel bridge beams. Corrosion of prestressing strand 

is one of the common factors that causes bridge deterioration and reduces bridge capacity. The 

reduced capacity usually violates the load limits defined by the American Association for State 

Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO). State DOTs then face three situations: 

replacement, load-posting, or closure. Replacement is the most effective way to solve the problem; 

however, it requires significant time and budget to start the work. Therefore, load-posting or 

closure have become a common solution for such deteriorated bridges. Of the 269 C-channel 

bridges across North Carolina, 226 bridges are load-posted or closed due to deterioration (NCDOT 

BMS, 2018). An immediate retrofit action needs to be considered to prevent the deterioration from 

getting worse, or to reopen bridges, which can minimize the inconvenience to the community.  

The purpose of the retrofit is to restore the deteriorated bridge inventory or operating load 

rating. The inventory rating is defined such that no incremental damage initiates in an indefinite 

amount of time under routine traffic. In this research, a zero tensile stress limit in the concrete is 

applied to avoid cracking. This stress limit is based on the bridges studied located in coastal areas 

and provided a conservative prediction for the inventory limit. The operating rating allows small 

incremental damage to occur under infrequent but heavier-than-routine traffic. It is considered by 
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the maximum permissible live load moment that the bridge may be subjected to, and is related to 

the beam length and types of vehicles. Typical strengthening methods do not achieve the bridge’s 

original inventory and operating limits according to AASHTO. The retrofit application needs to 

restore the prestress losses so that the bridge can at least achieve the original design inventory and 

operating limit. Figure 1.2 presents an illustrative moment-deflection response of an undamaged 

and damaged typical PC C-channel beams with the AASTHO load rating limits identified. The 

damaged condition assumes the bottom strand at each stem lost their cross-section due to corrosion, 

which is one of the worst damaged conditions observed on-site. As shown in Figure 1.2, the 

original inventory limit is located in the elastic region for the undamaged beam. However, the 

original inventory limit intersects at the transition to the non-linear region for the damaged beam. 

Furthermore, a significant difference is observed for the operating limit. It intersects at a point just 

beyond the elastic region for an undamaged beam, but at a more significant non-linear level for a 

damaged beam. This illustrates the need to provide a retrofit system that can restore the prestress 

losses. 

     

(a) Bridge No. 910180                                            (b) Bridge No. 340080 

Figure 1.1: Examples of deteriorated prestressed concrete C-channel bridge beams. 
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Figure 1.2: Moment-deflection response of undamaged and damaged prestressed concrete 

bridge beams with AASHTO limits. 

 

 

McCoy (2019) designed a retrofit solution using a prestressed mechanically fastened fiber-

reinforced polymer (MF-FRP) system, and Bourara (2019) studied the long-term behavior of the 

MF-FRP system. Both studies explored the effectiveness of the solution to remove or improve the 

load-posting and extend the time needed to schedule a replacement. The FRP plate used in this 

research is shown in Figure 1.3 with a tensile strength and modulus of 123.6 ksi and 9020 ksi 

(Strongwell, 2016), respectively. It is composed of carbon fiber tows sandwiched between multiple 

layers of glass fiber mats and roving. The stiffness and bearing strength of the FRP plate is 

increased by carbon fiber tows and multiple glass fiber layers, respectively, which allow the 

material to be mechanically attached or fastened to a structural member. 
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(a) MF-FRP plate 

 

 

(b) Cross-section of the MF-FRP plate (adapted from Strongwll, 2016) 

Figure 1.3: MF-FRP plate. 

 

The retrofit design is aimed to utilize the strengthening material and minimize the labor 

effort for the installation. Figure 1.4 presents the prestressed MF-FRP retrofit system designed by 

McCoy (2019) to retrofit the deteriorated PC beams used in this research. A single prestressed 

MF-FRP system was designed to replace one fully ruptured prestressing strand. A turnbuckle 

system was applied in the retrofit system to prestress the MF-FRP plate in the field. With the 

proposed retrofit system, the repair can be applied in a short period of time once the design plan is 

made and the required materials are ready. 
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(a) Elements of the MF-FRP retrofit system 

 

 

 

(b) Elevation view of a repaired C-channel beam (inside view of on stem shown) 

 

 

 

(c) Dead- and live-end cross-section detail 

Figure 1.4: Prestressed MF-FRP retrofit system. 

 

1.2. Motivation and Research Significance 

The number of deteriorated C-channel bridges built prior to the 1970s that have met their 

expected service life is a big concern for state DOTs. The North Carolina Bridge Management 

System (NCDOT BMS, 2018) shows that around 85% of total 269 C-channel bridges in North 

Carolina are deteriorated and are load posted. Load posted or closed bridges due to deterioration 

result in an average detour length of 7.8 and 7.5 mi. for single vehicles (SV) and truck tractor semi-

trailers (TTST), respectively. The vehicle operating cost (VOC) for industries affected by the 

detour increases due to the larger travel distance and time. Cavalline et al. (2015) showed that the 

VOC is $2.59 per mi. for vehicles greater than 26 tons, and $1.86 per mi. for vehicles less than 26 
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tons. It can be said that an average, the VOC increases by $14-20 each way. In addition, detours 

affect the response time of emergency services and public transportation. For emergency services, 

time is the critical factor directly impacting people or infrastructure. The faster the service arrives, 

the more can be saved. However, the average response time of emergency services increases by 

around 9 and 12 minutes for pumper trucks and aerial ladder trucks, respectively. For the reasons 

mentioned above, a rapid retrofit system needs to be considered to extend the service life and 

minimize the inconvenience of detours and closure to the local community until replacement can 

be scheduled. However, the flexural MF-FRP repair system previously developed requires 

additional experimental and analytical research and field applications to better understand the 

behavior and demonstrate its efficiency.  

This research provides additional works to expand the experimental database and fill 

knowledge gaps under the foundation built by McCoy (2019) and Bourara (2019). Bourara (2019) 

showed that the LSA approach could give a good prediction for retrofitted PC cored slabs. 

However, it is necessary to develop the methodology for the more complex case of repaired PC C-

channel beams to predict the flexural capacity and full moment-displacement response, and 

validate the experimental results. Although prestressing strand corrosion, resulting in loss of cross-

section and prestress force are the most common flexural deterioration observed on-site, 

deterioration at the end regions of PC C-channel beams was observed in some bridges (Figure 1.5), 

with the possibility to affect the beam shear capacity. The shear behavior at the end region of 

deteriorated PC C-channel beams needs to be studied through full-scale experiments by creating 

similar deterioration observed on-site. Therefore, a field application and long-term monitoring 

needs to be considered to provide evidence of the retrofit system performance and benefits applied 

on an in-service deteriorated bridge. 
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Figure 1.5: Shear deterioration observed at a C-channel beam end region. 

 

1.3. Thesis Layout 

The goal of this research is to fill the knowledge gaps from the previous studies and develop 

the MF-FRP repair system for PC C-channel beams with flexural and shear deterioration. To 

achieve these goals, several tasks were completed, as presented in the following: 

• Chapter 2 contains a review of existing literature on prestressed FRP systems, the 

behavior of unbonded tendons, and shear strengthening using both FRP and steel plates. 

This is used to identify the knowledge gaps of the current research. 

• Chapter 3 presents the analytical modeling of C-channel beams retrofitted with the 

prestressed MF-FRP plate system. The predicted results are then compared with the 

experimental results of McCoy (2019) using the current retrofit design. 

• Chapter 4 illustrates the full-scale experimental program to investigate the shear 

behavior and capacity of beams with deteriorated end regions. The C-channel beams 

used in the full-scale experiments here are obtained from the same C-channel bridge 

tested by McCoy (2019). The additional experiments help obtain missing data from the 

full-scale flexural tests and improve the analytical predictions.  
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• Chapter 5 shows the field retrofit of an in-service deteriorated C-channel bridge in 

North Carolina. The concept of the retrofit design, strengthening procedure, and 

available results of the long-term monitoring are included in this chapter. In addition, 

a cost-benefit assessment of the retrofit system is also discussed. 

• Chapter 6 summarizes the conclusions of this research, and includes recommendations 

for future work. 

Supplementary materials related to the research are presented in an Appendix, including the 

required materials, equipment, and detailed procedure to install the repair. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter presents a summary of the literature review conducted for this research. This 

chapter starts with a review of the previous MF-FRP studies and addresses the knowledge gaps 

from them, mainly focusing on prestressed externally bonded FRP systems, prestressed concrete 

members with unbonded tendons, and shear strengthening of concrete beams. The literature review 

related to the design and long-term behavior of the flexural MF-FRP retrofit system used in this 

research can be found in McCoy (2019) and Bourara (2019). 

2.1. Review of Previous MF-FRP Studies 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, McCoy (2019) developed a system using the prestressed MF-

FRP plate to retrofit the deteriorated PC C-channel beams followed by the long-term behavior of 

the MF-FRP system by Bourara (2019). The MF-FRP repair concept uses bolts to connect the FRP 

system to the concrete. The FRP plate is mechanically fastened with bolts to a pinned connection 

attached to a fixed anchor plate, which is ultimately bolted to the concrete section. The MF-FRP 

plate is mechanically fastened with a 22-bolt pattern based on a series of small-scale experiments 

that studied the bolt size, spacing, numbers, and patterns from McCoy et al. (2019) to understand 

the failure mode and maximize utilization of the tensile capacity. Figure 2.1 shows the load-

displacement response of the designed 22 bolt pattern using 0.5 in. diameter bolts, resulting in an 

average tensile capacity of 46.4 kips. The pinned connection was designed to avoid the 

development of in-plane moment at both ends of the fixed anchor plates and keep the MF-FRP 

plate in a state of uni-axial tension while the PC beam deflects, shown in Figure 2.2. The design 

prestress FRP force can be achieved by rotating the turnbuckle body with the standard wrench. 
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Figure 2.1: Load-displacement response of designed 0.5 in. diameter 22 bolts pattern (McCoy, 

2019). 

 

     

(a) Dead-end of the MF-FRP                               (b) Live-end of the MF-FRP 

Figure 2.2: MF-FRP end connection (adapted from McCoy, 2019). 

 

The long-term behavior studied by Bourara (2019) showed that the MF-FRP cyclic fatigue 

behavior can be improved by applying different clamping stress by the fasteners. Sustained loading 

on MF-FRP specimens showed that creep initiates in the early stages after prestressing and 

becomes stable after about 14 days. Specimens were subjected to sustained loading in two groups 

for 6 and 30 months at which time they were tested to quantify the residual capacity. Figures 2.3 

shows the measured creep over time for the 0.5 in. diameter 22 bolt pattern. The measured creep 
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value from the creep specimens remained in stable till the specimens were extracted and no 

significant damage was observed on the FPR plates except for the minor longitudinal cracks on 

the first two or three rows of FRP bolts. Specimens fastened with 0.5 in. diameter bolts experienced 

an average of 0.07 in. of creep displacements with minor variation. The creep effect resulted in the 

loss of prestress force on the FRP plate after loading for 30 months and was found to be 

approximately 2 kips, which is 9.1% of the 22 kips of prestressing force. 

 

Figure 2.3: Measured creep over time of 0.5 in. diameter 22 bolts pattern (Bourara, 2019). 

 

Figure 2.4 shows the residual capacity of the MF-FRP plate tested after 6 and 30 months 

of sustained loading of the 0.5 in. diameter 22 bolt pattern. As can be seen in Figure 2.4, the gray 

lines are the test results on specimens without being subjected to sustained load. The colored 

dashed lines are the results for specimens after being loaded for 6 months, and the solid color lines 

represent the results of specimens following 30 months of sustained loading. The result shows that 

slightly different behaviors were observed of the early stages of the load-displacement curves 

between the specimens with and without the sustained loading, representing the DBL22 and CX 

groups, respectively. The reason for the flat plateau of the sustained load specimens is the creep 
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displacements. The FRP bolts could only start bearing on the FRP plate after accommodating the 

creep displacement; however, no creep displacement was presented in the original specimens. 

Since there was no substantial difference between the response after 6 and 30 months of sustained 

loading, specimens experienced a similar load-displacement behavior at the early loading stage. 

As for the ultimate capacity, specimens achieved an average ultimate load-carrying capacity of 

45.8 and 49.8 kips for the specimens tested after 6 and 30 months, respectively. The results show 

that the ultimate tensile capacity is not negatively affected by long periods of sustained loading. 

 

Figure 2.4: Residual capacity after 6 and 30 months of sustained loading (Bourara, 2019). 
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The effectiveness of the MF-FRP repair system applied on the PC C-channel beams and 

the cored slabs was proved by the experiments conducted by McCoy (2019) and Bourara (2019). 

As can be seen in Figure 2.5, the prestressed MF-FRP plate retrofit system significantly improved 

the flexural capacity and ductility of the full-scale specimens for both deteriorated PC C-channel 

beams and cored slabs. The results presented in Figure 2.5(a) showed that deteriorated C-channel 

beam repaired with the MF-FRP system (MF-FRP-D2) increased its flexural capacity compared 

to the damaged control beam by about 28%. Besides, the retrofit was efficient as the MF-FRP-D2 

specimen achieved 88% of the flexural capacity of the undamaged control specimen. Similar 

behavior was observed on the repaired cored slab experiments, shown in Figure 2.5(b). The 

deteriorated cored slab with two fully lost strands with the MF-FRP repair system achieved a load-

carrying capacity 4% higher than the original undamaged specimen. As for the specimen with four 

fully lost strands, the MF-FRP system restored the ultimate capacity to around 95% of the 

undamaged specimen. With the MF-FRP repair system applied on both deteriorated PC C-channel 

beams and cored slabs, all specimens experienced a longer elastic portion and reached a smaller 

deflection at the AASHTO operating load limit. 
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(a) C-channel beam experimental results (McCoy, 2019) 

 

 

 

(b) Cored slab experimental results (Bourara, 2019) 

Figure 2.5: Experimental results of full-scale flexural testing. 
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A layered section analysis (LSA) approach and first moment of area theorem presented by 

Bourara (2019) showed that good predictions of flexural capacity and load-deflection response for 

repaired and unrepaired cored slabs could be obtained, shown in Figure 2.6. The prediction 

captured the general behavior well, especially at the transition region of linear and nonlinear 

portions where the operating limit is located. This is the most critical region that state DOTs care 

about to identify the behavior of the bridge. Therefore, the same response needs to be generated 

for repaired and unrepaired C-channel beams and compared to the experimental results. 

 

Figure 2.6: Comparison of analytical prediction to experimental result (adapted from Bourara, 

2019). 

 

Besides the flexural deterioration, the shear deterioration at the end-region of the C-channel 

beam was observed on-site with the concrete spalling and exposed prestressing strands. The shear 

capacity of the shear deteriorated beam needs to be quantified. An additional shear strengthening 

application also needs to be considered and developed to increase the members shear capacity. 

In April 2019, a prestressed MF-FRP retrofit system was installed by the North Carolina 

State University research team and an NCDOT maintenance crew on a deteriorated bridge located 
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in Franklin County, North Carolina, as a field demonstration. The PC C-channel bridge 

experienced concrete spalling and flexural cracking from the previous patch repair. The system 

was only applied to one stem of a deteriorated beam and did not serve as a completed retrofit 

application. This field demonstration was the first application installed on an in-service 

deteriorated bridge using the proposed retrofit method. The repair system remains in good 

condition, and no damage was observed after being in-service for more than two years. Through 

this field demonstration, the repair system proved that the rapid installation could be done with 

simple tools, minimal skill, and a small group of people. As for long-term monitoring of the system 

condition, splitting cracks in the FRP or concrete, bearing of the bolts, and FRP prestress losses 

can be monitored easily using simple tools or witness marks provided during installation.  

2.2. Prestressed FRP Systems 

Of the existing retrofit solutions applied to deteriorated prestressed concrete members, only 

external prestressed retrofit methods are considered herein. Tan and Tjandra (2007) presented a 

retrofit solution using addition external prestressed steel strands to restore prestressed losses. 

However, prestressing strand corrosion on prestressed concrete bridges is among the common 

forms of deterioration such that externally prestressed steel strands are an undesired method. 

Besides, the application of prestressed external strands requires a hydraulic jack to apply the 

prestress force, involving complicated equipment and additional labor. 

FRP is considered a desired material for bridge repairs and strengthening due to its 

corrosion resistance. FRP systems such as externally bonded (EB), mechanically fastened (MF), 

or a combination of both (hybrid) are methods widely used to retrofit concrete bridges (Figure 2.7). 

The bond quality between the FRP and the concrete substrate is critical for the EB-FRP system, 

which affects the load-carrying capacity of the strengthened structure (Teng et al., 2002). EB-FRP 
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systems require additional installation time due to surface preparation, cure time of the 

strengthening system, and skilled personnel to perform the application. The stress transfer 

mechanism also causes potential premature interfacial failure or local concrete failure (Teng et al., 

2002). MF-FRP strengthening can overcome the bond quality issue of the EB-FRP system and 

provides a rapid repair alternative. The application does require good quality concrete for the 

fasteners, and there is the potential for concrete splitting and interaction due to bolt slip. But unlike 

EB-FRP systems, damage or deterioration of the MF-FRP can be easily inspected. 

 

(a) Externally Bonded FRP (EB-FRP) 

 

 

(b) Mechanically Fastened FRP (MF-FRP) 

 

 

(c) Hybrid (with Mechanically Fastening or FRP U-wrap) 

Figure 2.7: Types of strengthening with composite laminate materials (adapted form McCoy, 

2019). 
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2.2.1. Prestressed EB-FRP 

A critical element to repair prestressed concrete bridges is to apply additional prestressing 

to address the bridge inventory rating. Therefore, passive prestressing retrofit solutions are not a 

desired solution for this application. Of the EB-FRP systems, various methods were studied using 

active prestressing FRP elements. 

Yang et al. (2009) investigated flexural beam strengthening by cambering the beam 

element using hydraulic jacks. The CFRP strip was bonded to the compressed surface while the 

beam was cambered and then tensioned after releasing jacking force. Stocklin and Meier (2003) 

studied a method to provide gradual anchoring at the end of the prestressed EB-FRP element using 

a unique device to transfer the FRP stress to the substrate and avoid the premature peeling-off 

failure using a stepwise approach. A gradually anchored FRP concept increases the development 

length of the prestressing force so that the interface shear stress of the FRP system remains within 

the concrete shear stress limit. The cracking and ultimate load were increased by 325 and 235%, 

respectively, for the specimen with prestressed and gradually anchored CFRP strips, compared to 

the control specimen.  

Piatek et al. (2020) developed a prestressed EB-FRP system using a novel anchor and 

tension system to provide easy installation. With the prefabricated device used in the study, the 

prestressing process and FRP anchorage can be done together without moving the device. The full 

installation time of one CFRP strip can be done in 2 hours. The flexural capacity of the 

strengthened beam increased more than 50% compared to the control specimen. It was also 

presented that the strengthening system can reduce the beam deflection and crack widths. Figure 

2.8 illustrates the tensioning device and prestressing operation from Piatek et al. (2020). The 

literature shows that prestressed EB-FRP can provide active prestressing and increase the flexural 
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capacity. However, the repair system still needs to be bonded to the concrete  surface and requires 

additional surface preparation to provide an appropriate concrete substrate and accommodate the 

tensioning device. 

          

(a) Tension device                                              (b) Prestressing operation 

Figure 2.8: Prestressed EB-FRP device (adapted from Piatek et al., 2020). 

 

2.3. Prestressed Concrete Members with Unbonded Tendons 

In typical prestressed concrete structures, prestressing strands are usually bonded within 

the concrete. The change in strain in the strands is equal to the concrete strain according to strain 

compatibility, and the plane section remaining plane assumption can be applied to the section. 

However, unbonded prestressed strands are also used in prestressed concrete structures due to its 

lower unit cost and simplicity in construction compared to bonded strands for structures requiring 

a lot of prestress force by reducing the net concrete cross-sectional area by introducing voids along 

the member span (Du and Tao, 1985). Unbonded strands represent prestressing strands that are not 

bonded to the surrounding concrete. The concept of strain compatibility and plane sections 

remaining plane for concrete members are not appropriate to this type of structural system. Without 

bonding to the surrounding concrete, the change in strain in the strands between the anchorages 

will be equal to the change in length of the surrounding concrete at the same level and introduces 

difficulties in the analysis of the cross-sectional flexural capacity (Collins and Mitchell, 1997). 

Unbonded tendons can be differentiated as internal or external unbonded tendons located inside or 
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outside the concrete section, respectively. External prestressing is preferred for strengthening 

applications due to its reduced installation effort, ease of long-term monitoring, and possibility of 

future retensioning or replacement (Namman and Breen, 1990).  

2.3.1. Internal Unbonded Tendons 

For specimens with internal unbonded tendons, the effective depth of the tendon remains 

the same when the member deforms under the externally applied load. Naaman and Alkhairi (1991 

a,b) proposed a design model to calculate the stress in prestressing reinforcement of internal 

unbonded tendon at the nominal flexural strength of the section, 𝑓𝑝𝑠, by considering cross-sectional 

property detailing and a bond reduction coefficient based on the tendon profile and loading patterns. 

It indicated that the stress in unbonded tendons depends on the member deformation and can be 

considered as constant along the length. The proposed bond reduction coefficient was divided into 

elastic uncracked, elastic cracked, and ultimate state to use in the analysis. The predicted results 

compared with the experimental results showed a better correlation than other models by 

accounting for the loading condition and the span-to-depth (𝐿 𝑑𝑝𝑠⁄ ) of the member.  

Lee and Kim (2011) studied the existing approaches and then proposed an improved 

provision to calculate the ultimate strength of prestressed members with internal unbonded tendons 

using the simplified maximum curvature distribution and applied a moment distribution coefficient 

related to the loading pattern. The research found that the loading pattern affected the distribution 

of cracks more compared to the use of bonded prestressing steel. New coefficients related to the 

maximum moment zone and loading pattern were introduced to determine the ultimate stress of 

the unbonded tendons. The proposed new coefficients can provide an improved prediction 

compared to the existing approaches and predicted the flexural strength of members with normal 

or high-strength concrete well.  
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2.3.2. External Unbonded Tendons 

Existing structures are usually strengthened using external unbonded strands. Unlike 

internal unbonded strands where the effective depth remains constant as the member deforms, the 

global position of the external tendon remains constant while the member deflects as the 

connection to the concrete member is through the anchorages or both the anchorages and 

deviator(s). This behavior is known as a second-order effect where the effective depth of the 

unbonded tendon reduces with increasing applied load that causes the member to deflect. The 

second-order effect can be neglected under the small member deflection, as the change in 

eccentricity is small and the behavior is similar to the internal unbonded tendons. However, as the 

beam continues to deflect, the second-order effect becomes significant and needs to be considered.  

Tan and Ng (1997) investigated the second-order effect on externally prestressed beams 

under different load and tendon configurations and presented a method to predict member behavior. 

The results showed that the second-order effect for a straight external tendon led to a lower load-

carrying capacity compared to a tendon profile with the presence of the deviators. Specimens with 

harped external unbonded tendons experienced a wider spread of cracks, larger deflection at failure, 

and higher increased tendon stress compared with the straight tendon profile. Based on the bond 

reduction coefficients from Naaman and Alkhairi (1991 a,b), the analytical results provided a good 

prediction of the ultimate strength with an average difference of 5% compared to experimental 

results.  

Harajli et al. (1999) conducted a nonlinear analysis to predict the load-deflection response 

of repaired specimens. The analysis results were then used to validate the experimental results of 

Khairallah and Harajli (1997) and Tan and Ng (1997). The research was focused on the parameters 

that influence the second-order effect, including external prestressing force, deviator configuration, 
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external tendons profile, and applied load pattern. An iterative procedure was applied to satisfy the 

member deformation compatibility and force equilibrium at each response level in the analysis. 

Multiple iterations were conducted in the analysis by assuming the stress in the external 

prestressing tendon and concrete strain in the compression fiber at the critical section. The 

analytical moment-deflection diagram presented a good prediction compared to experimental 

results from the literature. Figure 2.9 shows the nonlinear analysis prediction compared to the 

experimental results. Tendons without deviators experienced a lower nominal flexural strength. A 

similar load-deflection response was observed for the specimens with one or two deviators. Three-

point bending has less second-order effect than four-point bending or uniform applied load due to 

the lower post-elastic deformation.  

 

Figure 2.9: Experimental vs. analytical results (adapted from Harajli et al., 1999). 

 

Tan and Tjandra (2007) presented a topic related to strengthening continuous reinforced 

concrete beams using external prestressing. Unlike most experiments, which tested simple 

supports and single span, this research emphasized the flexural behavior of continuous beams. 

Different variables were studied in this research, such as the effect of tendon type (steel and CFRP), 

strengthened region (positive and/or negative moment region), tendon configuration (straight, 

draped, and parabolic), and the loading pattern (symmetrical and unsymmetrical). Although the 

elastic modulus of the CFRP tendons used in the study was lower than the steel tendons, it 
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presented a similar response after strengthening. Beams strengthened in both positive and negative 

moment regions experienced 13% more load-carrying capacity compared to the control specimen 

than the beam strengthened in the positive region only. In all tendon configurations, tendons with 

parabolic profile and overlapping at the interior support, which strengthened both positive and 

negative moment regions, experienced the best improvement in both ductility and ultimate load-

carrying capacity compared to other profiles. Shear distress at the unstrengthened interior region 

of the beam with anchored parabolic tendons led to a less ductile failure. Specimens with 

symmetrical applied loading exhibited a higher ultimate load-carrying capacity compared to the 

beams subjected to the unsymmetrical loading, which underwent an uneven deflection. The design 

procedure for strengthening a continuous beam using external tendons can be done using charts, 

as in Figure 2.10, related to the global prestressing index, concrete strength, and tendon effective 

depth. 

 

Figure 2.10: Design charts for strengthening with external tendons (adapted from Tan et al., 

2007). 
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2.4. Shear Strengthening of Concrete Beam Members 

Flexural and shear failures are the primary failure modes observed in typical reinforced 

concrete beams. Unlike a ductile flexural failure mode, which is more desirable, shear failure tends 

to be brittle and causes catastrophic damage. Therefore, quantifying the shear capacity is critical 

in structural design, maintenance, and retrofit. To repair shear deterioration, steel and FRP plates 

are considered the common repair application since the 1960s by either adhesive bonding or 

bolting. 

2.4.1. Shear Strengthening using Fiber Reinforced Polymer (FRP) 

Shear strengthening of reinforced concrete beams using an externally bonded system has 

been widely studied since the 1990s. Due to the flexibility of an FRP sheet compared to a steel 

plate, which is usually applied on the side of the specimen, U-jacketing and wrapping of the FRP 

sheet at the desired orientation and configuration has served as an alternative method for the retrofit. 

Khalifa and Nanni (2000) studied the shear strengthening application with different parameters, 

including the amount and distribution of CFRP, bond surface, FRP fiber direction, and end 

anchorage. Figure 2.11 shows the detail of the end anchorage of the U-wrap. The experimental 

results indicated that specimens strengthened with continuous U-wraps with end anchorage 

experienced the highest increased in shear capacity with 145% and 42% compared to the control 

specimen and U-wrap without end anchorage, respectively. The retrofit with end anchorage was 

sufficient to change the failure mode from debonding of the U-wrap to member flexural failure. 

The results presented that the same strengthened shear capacity was achieved by continuous U-

wraps and CFRP strips in the form of U-wraps (40% of CFRP used as continuous U-wraps). 

However, the field application was not recommended due to the damage of individual strips, which 

reduces the total strengthened shear capacity.  
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Figure 2.11: Detail of the end anchorage of an FRP U-wrap (adapted from Khalifa and Nanni, 

2000). 

 

In the observation from the studies on the shear strengthening of RC beams using the EB-

FRP system, FRP rupture and debonding are the primary failure modes. Of the current design 

models, FRP debonding is considered the controlling failure mode of the system. Chen and Teng 

(2003) developed a simple, accurate, and reasonable model for the shear strengthened RC beams 

controlled by FRP debonding failure. The current ACI 440.2R (2017) design model from Khalifa 

et al. (1998) considers the angle and spacing of the FRP strips, section properties, and bond 

reduction coefficient, resulting in an effective strain. Chen and Teng (2003) proposed a model that 

can apply to FRP strips and continuous sheets. A strip spacing limit was applied to ensure that at 

least one FRP U-wrap intercepts the assumed diagonal crack. The governing failure mode was 

used to determine the effective FRP stress. The proposed model showed a good prediction 

compared to the experimental data. 

2.4.2. Shear Strengthening using Steel Plates 

Adhikary and Mutsuyoshi (2006) and Adhikary et al. (2000) performed research to 

investigate adhesively-bonded continuous steel plates on reinforced concrete beams to increase the 

member shear capacity. The improvement of the shear capacity was related to the plate depth and 
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the thickness of the plate. The maximum shear contribution can be achieved by covering the 

section depth with steel plates. Although the use of thicker plates can increase shear capacity, it 

was found not as efficient as increasing the depth of the plates. Adhikary and Mutsuyoshi (2005) 

presented different techniques to enhance the shear capacity, including steel brackets, bonded steel 

plates, anchored steel plates, and anchored steel strips and stirrups. The specimen with externally 

anchored stirrups experienced the highest improved shear capacity compared to the other 

strengthening methods. Figure 2.12 presents the strengthening schemes used to improve beam 

shear behavior. 

     

Figure 2.12: Shear strengthening schemes (adapted from Adhikary and Mutsuyoshi, 2005). 

 

Barnes et al. (2000) studied shear strengthening using external steel plates attached to the 

concrete surface under two methods: adhesive bonding and bolting. The advantages and 

disadvantages of using adhesive bonding or bolting were described in the literature. For the bolting 

application, 70 ft.-lbs. torque was applied to the bolt to achieve a positive connection and then 

welded to prevent slip due to the clearance of the bolt hole. Surface preparation of the plate and 

concrete was conducted before applying the adhesive bonding. The literature showed that a 

significant improvement of serviceability and ultimate capacity could be achieved if sufficient 
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plate anchorage is provided.  A proper bolt arrangement needs to be considered to provide enough 

plate anchorage to reach ultimate capacity. Figure 2.13 shows one of the experimental results using 

the bolted plate strengthening method. 

  

(a) Before the removal of the steel plates             (b) After the removal of the steel plates 

Figure 2.13: Experimental result at failure (adapted from Adhikary and Mutsuyoshi, 2005). 

 

2.5. Summary of the Literature Review 

The brief literature provided on prestressed FRP systems, prestressed concrete members 

with unbonded tendons, and shear strengthening of reinforced concrete beams point out the 

following gaps that need to be filled by the current research on the use of prestressed MF-FRP to 

retrofit shear and flexure deteriorated prestressed concrete bridge beams. The case of shear 

deterioration is particularly important for C-channel beams due to the small number of prestressing 

strands and thin stem thickness. 

1. Develop an analysis procedure that includes the second-order effect of external 

unbonded tendons. The reinforcing strain (FRP in the current research) will not be 

compatible with the concrete strain as it is treated as an external unbonded strand.  

2. Additional experimental data related to the unbonded tendon behavior, second-order 

effect, and estimated prestress losses needs to be obtained to validate and improve 

analysis predictions. 
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3. A shear strengthening system compatible with the existing flexural prestressed MF-

FRP retrofit system needs to be designed for prestressed concrete C-channel beams that 

experience both flexure and shear deterioration. 
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CHAPTER 3: ANALYTICAL FLEXURAL MODELING OF RETROFITTED C-

CHANNEL BEAMS 

This chapter presents the development of an analytical procedure to model PC C-channel 

beams retrofitted with prestressed MF-FRP, and compares the analytical predictions with 

experimental results from McCoy (2019). A layered-sectional analysis (LSA) approach (Collins 

and Mitchell, 1997) was chosen to predict the full moment-curvature response in this research. 

The LSA approach is conducted by discretizing the section into multiple layers with a selected 

thickness. The stress in each layer can be found using appropriate constitutive material models, 

assuming plane sections remain plane. Sectional moment and curvature can then be calculated by 

achieving force equilibrium with an iterative procedure on the strain profile. The LSA can easily 

simulate nonlinear material behavior and provides a good prediction tool. A detailed analytical 

procedure of the MF-FRP retrofitted C-channel beams is explained. The full moment-deflection 

response under a specific applied load pattern can then be determined using the first moment of 

area theorem and the moment-curvature response from the LSA. Material properties used and 

modeling challenges are also explained in this chapter. The moment-deflection responses are 

compared to the experimental results from McCoy (2019) to validate the proposed analytical 

procedure. 

3.1. Modeling Procedure 

Appropriate constitutive models and material test results were considered in the nonlinear 

analysis of the section to obtain reasonable predictions. Concrete compressive stress was 

calculated using the Jensen et al. (1988) relationship. The concrete compressive strength used in 

the analysis was 10 ksi from the concrete core data obtained by McCoy (2019). Stress was assumed 

to be linear for concrete in tension until cracking, and then considered to be zero postcracking. The 

tension stiffening effect was not applied to simplify the analysis. The Mattock (1979) relationship 
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based on the modified Ramberg-Osgood model (Ramberg and Osgood, 1943) was used to model 

the stress in the high-strength prestressing strands. The stress-strain relationship of the prestressing 

strands was assumed the same in both tension and compression. A linear-elastic relationship was 

used to obtain the FRP stress, following Hooke’s Law. A detailed discussion of the materials used 

in the analysis is presented in Section 3.1.1. 

In most cases, full strain compatibility and plane sections remain plane are assumed to 

conduct the strain-based iterations to achieve axial force equilibrium and calculate the 

corresponding moment and curvature. However, the prestressed MF-FRP system applied on the 

C-channel beam was not bonded to the concrete structure and is similar to external unbonded 

prestressed strands. Therefore, full strain compatibility cannot be assumed in the analysis. 

According to the literature, the second-order effect and unbonded tendon strain behavior needs to 

be considered in the LSA approach. Figure 3.1(a) presents the discretized beam cross-section at 

mid-span considering the second-order effects at different loading stages; initial and ultimate 

applied loads. It can be seen that the global position of the MF-FRP remains the same while the 

beam deflects with increasing applied load, accompanied by a reduction of the FRP effective depth. 

Figures 3.1(b) and (c) show the LSA approach considering the second-order effects. In Figure 

3.1(a), 𝑑𝐹𝑅𝑃,𝑖 and 𝑑𝐹𝑅𝑃,𝑓 represent the initial and final MF-FRP effective depth at a deflection, 

∆𝑑𝑒𝑓, respectively. 
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(a) Global position of the MF-FRP at different loading stages 

 

 

(b) Initial stage 

 

 

(c) Ultimate stage 

Figure 3.1: LSA approach. 

 

A full moment-deflection response can be obtained using the first moment of area theorem, 

starting by discretizing the beam into 1 ft. long segments. A moment diagram along the beam can 

be obtained for any applied load and then the corresponding section curvature determined from an 

appropriate LSA. The member deflection can be calculated by integrating the curvature diagram 

at each segment along the length of the beam. Figure 3.2 shows the discretized member and 
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curvature diagram under three-point bending used for the first moment area method. However, due 

to the second-order effect and the harped tendon profile, additional modifications need to be 

considered. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2: First moment of area theorem to calculate member deflection (three-point bending). 

 

The most important factor in this analysis is to find the relationship between the external 

FRP strain to the concrete strain affected by the second-order effect. This factor can be divided 

into two steps: transfer the external FRP strain with the changing effective depth to the virtual 

internal unbonded FRP strain with variable effective depth and convert the virtual internal 

unbonded FRP strain to the concrete strain using a bond reduction factor. An idealized right 

triangle shape was used to transfer the external FRP strain to the internal unbonded FRP strain to 

simplify the calculation, as can be seen in Figure 3.3. The analysis is considered in two parts, the 

linear and nonlinear regions. For the beams and spans considered in this research, a member 
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deflection of 0.5 in. is used as the transition between regions. The second-order effect is not 

considered in the linear region to simplify the calculation. 

 

Figure 3.3: Idealized relationship to consider second-order effect. 

 

The effective depth of the external MF-FRP varies with the applied load due to the second-

order effect, resulting in a varying the changing distance between the new effective depth to the 

original effective depth. The total length of the virtual FRP internal unboned FRP can be calculated 

by the hypotenuse of the right triangle using the distance between the external FRP plate and virtual 

internal FRP plate and the total length of the FRP plate. The parameters are given by 

𝐿𝑇𝑜𝑡,𝐹𝑅𝑃 = 𝐿𝐹𝑅𝑃
′ + 𝐿𝑜,𝐹𝑅𝑃                                                                                         (3.1) 

𝐷∆ = 𝑑𝑓𝑟𝑝,𝑜 − 𝑑𝑓𝑟𝑝,𝑖                                                                                              (3.2) 

𝐿𝑇𝑜𝑡,𝑖𝑛𝑡
′ = 𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑡

′ + 𝐿𝑜,𝑖𝑛𝑡 = √𝐷∆
2 + 𝐿𝑇𝑜𝑡,𝐹𝑅𝑃

2                                                       (3.3) 

𝜀𝐹𝑅𝑃,𝑖𝑛𝑡 =
𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑡

′

𝐿𝑜,𝑖𝑛𝑡
                                                                                                       (3.4) 

where 𝐿𝑇𝑜𝑡,𝐹𝑅𝑃, is the total length of the FRP plate from mid-span to the end of the repair system, 

𝐿𝐹𝑅𝑃
′ , is the changer in length of the MF-FRP plate, 𝐿𝑜,𝐹𝑅𝑃 is the original length of the FPR plate 

from mid-span to the end of the repair system, 𝐷∆  is the distance between the original FRP 
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effective depth to the MF-FRP effective depth at any deflection, 𝑑𝑓𝑟𝑝,𝑜 is the original MF-FRP 

effective depth, 𝑑𝑓𝑟𝑝,𝑖 is the MF-FRP effective depth at any deflection, 𝐿𝑇𝑜𝑡,𝑖𝑛𝑡
′  is the total length 

of the virtual internal unbonded FRP tendon, 𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑡
′  is the changer in length of the virtual internal 

unbonded FRP tendon, 𝐿𝑜,𝑖𝑛𝑡 is the initial length of the virtual internal unbonded FRP tendon and 

is assumed equal to 𝐿𝑜,𝐹𝑅𝑃, and 𝜀𝐹𝑅𝑃,𝑖𝑛𝑡 is the virtual internal unbonded FRP strain. 

The most important procedure in the LSA approach is using an iteration process to find a 

neutral axis resulting in equilibrium for a control strain value on the cross-section to meet the 

assumption of full strain compatibility and plane sections remain plane. Therefore, a bond 

reduction coefficient, 𝛺, is required to convert the strain from the internal unbonded tendon to the 

concrete strain at the same level. The bond reduction coefficient used in this research is from Tan 

and Ng (1997) and is given by the following: 

𝛺 =
5.4

(
𝐿

𝑑𝑝𝑠
)
                                                                                                                          (3.5)  

where 𝛺 is the bond reduction coefficient, L is the beam length, and 𝑑𝑝𝑠 is the effective depth of 

internal unbonded tendon which is equal to 𝑑𝑓𝑟𝑝,𝑜. Therefore, by transferring the strain from the 

MF-FRP plate to the concrete at the level of the original effective depth, the regular LSA approach 

can be conducted to find the sectional moment capacity at the corresponding condition. 

The analysis can be briefly described as choosing an MF-FRP strain and guessing the 

corresponding beam deflection. The LSA approach is then used to determine the corresponding 

moment. Moment and curvature at each segment along the beam can be calculated using the 

moment-curvature response determined for each segment. Beam deflection can then be obtained 

using the first moment area of theorem with the assumed MF-FRP strain and beam deflection. A 
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single point of moment-deflection can be obtained once the calculated deflection converges with 

the assumed deflection. 

The detailed analysis procedure for the prestressed MF-FRP retrofitted C-channel beam is 

presented below: 

1 Define the cross-sectional geometry and material properties. 

2 Discretize the cross-section into layers with a constant thickness. 

3 Calculate the area and centroid location for each layer. 

Note: Steps 1 to 3 set up the cross-section prior to the start of the iterative analysis in 

Step 7. 

4 Make initial assumptions. 

4.1 Assume a strain, 𝜀𝐹𝑅𝑃, in the MF-FRP. 

4.2 Assume a central beam deflection, ∆𝑑𝑒𝑓,𝑜 , to determine the MF-FRP effective 

depth, 𝑑𝑓𝑟𝑝,𝑖 at the assumed deflection. 

5 Calculate the virtual internal unbonded tendon strain at the original MF-FRP effective 

depth from the assumed MF-FRP strain value at assumed deflection using the 

idealized right triangle relationship described by Figure 3.3. 

6 Calculate the concrete strain at the level of the original MF-FRP effective depth using 

the bond reduction coefficient. 

7 Open the first iterative loop by assuming the neutral axis depth for the calculated 

strain from step 6. 

7.1 Calculate the strain at each layer assuming a linear strain distribution, and that 

the concrete and prestressing strands are perfectly bonded with each other. The 

MF-FRP is treated as external prestressing strands. 
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7.2 Calculate the material stress at each layer according to the appropriate 

constitutive models. 

7.3 Calculate the axial force in each layer. 

7.4 Sum the axial forces. If not in equilibrium, repeat step 7 by assuming a new 

neutral axis depth. 

7.5 When axial force equilibrium is reached, calculate the moment of each force 

at each layer. 

8 Sum moments and calculate curvature at the critical section. 

Note: Steps 4 to 8 are used to obtain one point on the moment-curvature response. 

9 Divide the beam into segments and determine the moment at each beam segment 

based on the applied loading. 

10 Calculate the neutral axis depth and curvature for each segment for the external 

moment using the moment-curvature response. 

11 Calculate the central beam deflection, ∆𝑑𝑒𝑓, using the first moment of area theorem 

with the curvature obtained at the end of each segment by assuming a linear variation 

of curvature along the segment. 

12 If ∆𝑑𝑒𝑓 ≠ ∆𝑑𝑒𝑓,𝑜 , update ∆′𝑑𝑒𝑓 = ∆𝑑𝑒𝑓 and repeat steps 4.2 to 11. 

13 If ∆′𝑑𝑒𝑓 = ∆𝑑𝑒𝑓, one point of moment-deflection response is determined. 

14 Update a new MF-FRP strain, 𝜀𝐹𝑅𝑃, and repeat the procedure from steps 4 to 13 until 

the full moment-deflection response of the beam is developed. 

15 The analysis stops when one of the two failure conditions is first achieved. 

15.1 The concrete strain reaches the crushing strain based on the selected concrete 

model. This limit is based on the experimental failure modes observed by 
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McCoy (2019). The assumed ultimate concrete compression strain, 0.003, is 

based on ACI 318-19.  

15.2 The beam deflection reaches the C-channel beam cross-sectional 

limitation, ∆𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤, in terms of the C-channel flange height, 𝐻𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒, MF-FRP 

width, 𝑊𝐹𝑅𝑃, and initial effective depth, 𝑑𝐹𝑅𝑃,𝑖. Figure 3.4 shows the concept 

of obtaining the beam deflection limit, given by the following expression. 

∆𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤= 𝑑𝐹𝑅𝑃,𝑖 −  𝐻𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 −
𝑊𝐹𝑅𝑃

2
                                                                 (3.6) 

The full moment-deflection response of a retrofitted C-channel beam can be obtained 

considering the second-order effect. With the complete response, the AASHTO inventory and 

operating load limit of the original undamaged beam can be applied to the moment-deflection 

diagram to capture the MF-FRP repaired beam behavior. 

 

Figure 3.4: Concept of beam deflection limit. 

 

3.1.1. Constitutive Models 

This section provides detailed discussions of the constitutive models used in the analysis, 

for the concrete, prestressing strand, steel reinforcement, and MF-FRP. 

3.1.1.1. Concrete  

The Jensen et al. (1988) relationship was used to calculate the concrete compressive stress, 

𝑓𝑐, based on the strain, 𝜀𝑐, in each concrete layer using the following: 
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𝑓𝑐 = 𝑓𝑐
′ [

𝑛(
𝜀𝑐

𝜀𝑐
′ )

𝑛−1+(
𝜀𝑐

𝜀𝑐
′ )

𝑛𝑘]                 (𝑝𝑠𝑖)                                                                                                         (3.7) 

where 𝑓𝑐 is the calculated concrete compressive stress in each layer, 𝑓𝑐
′ is the peak compressive 

stress obtained from concrete core cylinder tests, 𝜀𝑐
′  is the strain at 𝑓𝑐

′, n is a curve-fitting factor, 

and k is a factor to increase the post-peak decay in stress. Factors n and k can be calculated using 

𝑛 = 0.8 +
𝑓𝑐

′

2500
                     (𝑝𝑠𝑖)                                                                                                  (3.8) 

𝑘 = 0.67 +
𝑓𝑐

′

9000
≥ 1.0       (𝑝𝑠𝑖)                                                                                                  (3.9) 

With n calculated, 𝜀𝑐
′  can be obtained using 

𝜀𝑐
′ =

𝑓𝑐
′

𝐸𝑐

𝑛

𝑛−1
                                                                                                                       (3.10) 

where 𝐸𝑐 is the tangent stiffness for concrete strength greater than 6000 psi, given by 

𝐸𝑐 = 40000√𝑓𝑐
′ + 106   (𝑝𝑠𝑖)                                                                                                        (3.11) 

Concrete ultimate crushing strain is assumed to be 0.003 and was used to control the end point in 

Step 15 of the LSA. In tension, concrete stress, 𝑓𝑐, is assumed as linear up to flexural cracking and 

taken zero after that, given by 

𝑓𝑐 = 𝐸𝑐𝜀𝑐,             𝑖𝑓 𝜀𝑐 < 𝜀𝑟                                                                                                        (3.12) 

𝑓𝑐   = 0,                 𝑖𝑓 𝜀𝑐 ≥ 𝜀𝑟                                                                                                       

where the rupture strain, 𝜀𝑟, corresponds to the cracking moment and is calculated as 

𝜀𝑟 =
7.5𝜆√𝑓𝑐

′

𝐸𝑐
      (𝑝𝑠𝑖)                                                                                                         (3.13) 

where  𝜆 is 1.0 for normal-weight concrete. 

It can be found that concrete compressive strength, 𝑓𝑐
′ , plays an important role in 

calculating the concrete stress in each layer. Therefore, it is desirable to use the actual concrete 
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strength to obtain a more accurate prediction. Two methods were considered to obtain the concrete 

strength; the Schmidt-Hammer, and drilling concrete cores to conduct compression cylinder tests. 

The Schmidt-Hammer is a nondestructive test (NDT) equipment that can be easily used 

on-site by measuring the rebound value of a spring-loaded mass impacting against the concrete 

surface. Concrete strength can be obtained by converting the rebound value using the chart from 

the device, shown in Figure 3.5. Figure 3.6 shows the measurement being taken on a C-channel 

beam flange and stem, and the measured results from four beams tested in this research program 

are shown in Table 3.1. 

 

Figure 3.5: Schmidt-Hammer conversion curves (adapted from Schmidt-Hammer user’s 

manual). 

 

             

(a) Horizontal measurement                              (b) Vertical measurement (downward) 

Figure 3.6: Application of Schmidt-Hammer. 
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Table 3.1: Schmidt-Hammer measured results. 

Beam No. Location 
Average 

Rebound Value 

Predicted Concrete 

Strength (psi) 

1 
Flange 53 >8200 

Stem 58 >8500 

2 
Flange 54 >8200 

Stem 56 >8500 

3 
Flange 48 7500 

Stem 58 >8500 

4 
Flange 51 8200 

Stem 53 8000 

 

The results presented in Table 3.1 show that the Schmidt-Hammer can reasonably obtain 

concrete strength compared to the 10 ksi concrete strength obtained by McCoy (2019); however, 

the measured strength is limited by the conversion curves and measuring direction, to 8200 and 

8500 psi for C-channel beam flange and stem, respectively. Therefore, drilling concrete cores from 

the beams was considered the best solution to obtain more accurate measurements of concrete 

strength. Cores were initially obtained using a 2.5 in. diameter core drill using equipment available 

in the lab, as seen in Figure 3.7. The core drill diameter was then switched to 2 in. due to accidental 

damage of the drill bit. The actual diameters of the 2.5 and 2 in. cores was measured to be 2.25 

and 1.96 in., respectively. A total of four concrete cores were drilled on each specimen. The ends 

of each core were cut using a wet tile saw to provide flat parallel surfaces (Figure 3.8). Concrete 

cores were capped using hydro stone at each end due to the specimen diameter and tested according 

to ASTM C39-18 and ASTM C42-18, shown in Figure 3.9(a). Figures 3.9(b) and 3.9(c) show the 

expected cylinder failure mode and a premature failure mode due to uneven loading, respectively. 

Concrete strength was then calculated in accordance with ACI 214.4 (2010). Table 3.2 presents 

the results of the C-channel concrete core data. It is worth mentioning that some of the results were 

eliminated from the data due to uneven loading or the use of additional neoprene caps at both ends, 

resulting the premature in concrete splitting failure. 
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Figure 3.7: Coring a tested C-channel beam. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.8: Cutting cores using a wet tile saw. 
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(a) During testing             (b) Expected failure             (c) Premature failure 

Figure 3.9: Concrete core compression test. 

 

Table 3.2: Concrete core data. 
Beam 

No. 
Core ID 𝑓𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒,𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘  (𝑝𝑠𝑖) 𝐹𝑙/𝑑

a 𝐹𝑑𝑖𝑎
b 𝐹𝑚𝑐

c 𝐹𝑑
d Adjusted 𝑓𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒  (𝑝𝑠𝑖) 

1 

B1-1 4464 1.00 1.06 0.96 1.06 4790e 

B1-2 6163 0.99 1.06 0.96 1.06 6600e 

B1-3 8007 1.00 1.06 0.96 1.06 8590 

B1-4 5071 0.99 1.06 0.96 1.06 5430e 

Average 8590 

2 

B2-1 7793 1.00 1.00 0.96 1.06 8390 

B2-2 6077 1.00 1.00 0.96 1.06 6550e 

B2-3 9426 1.00 1.00 0.96 1.06 10160 

B2-4 9323 1.00 1.00 0.96 1.06 10050 

Average 9500 

3 

B3-1 7372 1.00 1.00 0.96 1.06 7940 

B3-2 7268 1.00 1.00 0.96 1.06 7830 

B3-3 8568 1.00 1.00 0.96 1.06 9240 

B3-4 7771 1.00 1.00 0.96 1.06 8380 

Average 8350 

4 

B4-1 8793 1.00 1.00 0.96 1.06 9470 

B4-2 8501 1.00 1.00 0.96 1.06 9160 

B4-3 8663 1.00 1.00 0.96 1.06 9340 

B4-4 8952 1.00 1.00 0.96 1.06 9650 

Average 9400 
aLength-to-diameter ratio; bCore diameter; cMoisture content; dDamage during coring 
eEliminated from 𝑓𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 calculation due to premature failure 
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According to Table 3.2, it can be found that the average measured concrete strength 

obtained from the cores was higher than the predictions from the Schmidt-Hammer. This was 

expected and results from the Schmidt-Hammer can be used as a lower bound concrete strength 

for the targeted beams on-site if they cannot be cored. It is worth mentioning that the concrete 

cores could only be obtained from the flange due to the limitation of core size (cylinder height to 

diameter ratio of 2:1) and the C-channel stem dimension. Therefore, concrete strength results from 

concrete cores obtained from the flange were taken to apply to the entire beam. The measured 

concrete strength for each beam was used to calculate the shear capacity in Chapter 4. In general, 

the concrete strength obtained from this experimental program is close to the concrete core data 

by McCoy (2019). Figure 3.10 shows the concrete stress-strain response used in the analysis 

according to the concrete core testing based on the 10 ksi concrete strength by McCoy (2019). 

 

Figure 3.10: Stress-strain relationship for concrete. 
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3.1.1.2. Prestressing Strand  

Figure 3.11 shows the section detail of the standard C-channel beam cross-sections used 

by NCDOT, including three different strand patterns. Type A pattern was the cross-section used 

in this research. The section includes eight 7/16 in. prestressing strands located in two stems with 

a harped tendon profile and four No. 3 steel reinforcement in the flange.  

     

(a) Type A pattern                                                      (b) Type B pattern 

 

 

(c) Type C pattern 

Figure 3.11: C-channel beam cross-section (adapted from NCDOT, 1966). 

 

Five prestressing strands were cut from the tested specimens and tested in a 220 kips servo-

hydraulic universal testing machine (UTM) in accordance with ASTM A1061 (2020) to obtain the 

material properties. A 3D non-contact measurement system, OPTOTRAK Certus, was used to 

measure the prestressing strand strain using the relative displacement of LED targets. The LED 
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targets were placed evenly along with the length of prestressing strand with a 2 in. center-to-center 

spacing to be consistent with the 2 in. gauge length extensometer. An OPTOTRAK camera was 

used to track the 3D position of each LED target during testing. The first three prestressing strands 

tested included additional instrumentation (extensometer, weldable strain gauge (AWC-8B-11-

3LT), and normal glueable strain gauge (FLA-5-11-3LJCT-F)) to provide extra information on the 

data collected by different instrumentation. This was done to decide what instrumentation would 

be best to obtain the total prestress losses from the full-scale beams.  

Figure 3.12 shows the test setup of the prestressing strand tension test. The typical failure 

mode is shown in Figure 3.13 with necking and rupture of the wires.  Figure 3.14 presents the test 

results of one prestressing strand from the different instruments and the schematic diagram of 

instruments located along the prestressing strand. It is observed that only OPTOTRAK was able 

to capture the complete stress-strain response compared to the other instruments. The extensometer 

was removed from the strand after reaching 80% of its ultimate capacity to avoid damaging the 

device during testing. Both weldable and normal strain gauges were damaged during testing at 

higher strain levels. The results presented in Figure 3.14 are not intended to serve as a direct 

comparison between each instrument due to their different location along the prestressing strand 

and gauge length. Rather, the purpose was to provide additional information to select the best 

instrument to use for the remaining tension tests and future small-scale experiments to measure 

the remaining prestress level. Therefore, it was determined that only the OPTOTRAK system 

would be used to conduct the remaining material tests. By comparing the experimental results and 

relative cost of weldable and normal strain gauges, the normal strain gauge was selected to obtain 

the remaining prestress level, which will be discussed later.  
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Figure 3.12: Prestressing strand tension test.         Figure 3.13: Typical failure mode of 

prestressing strand. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.14: Experimental results of one tension test. 
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Figure 3.15 shows the OPTOTRAK test results for all five specimens as well as the stress-

strain curve using the Mattock (1979) relationship 

𝑓𝑝𝑠 = 𝐸𝑝𝜀𝑝𝑠 {𝐴 +
1−𝐴

[1+(𝐵𝜀𝑝𝑠)
𝐶

]
1/𝐶} ≤ 𝑓𝑝𝑢   (𝑝𝑠𝑖)                                                                                (3.14) 

where 𝐸𝑝 is the elastic modulus of the prestressing strand, taken as 29000 ksi based on ACI 318 

(2019), 𝜀𝑝𝑠 is the prestressing strain, 𝑓𝑝𝑢 is the ultimate stress of the prestressing strand, and A, B, 

and C are factors that can be adjusted to obtain the best fit curve. Figure 3.15 shows the stress-

strain relationship of the Mattock (1979) model with A, B, and C equal to 0.017, 105, 6, 

respectively. 

 

Figure 3.15: Stress-strain relationship of prestressing strand from experiments and Mattock 

(1979). 

 

3.1.1.3. Reinforcement Steel  

Four No. 3 Grade 60 reinforcing bars are located in the C-channel flange. However, unlike 

the prestressing strands that can be easily obtained and tested, it was difficult to access the 

reinforcing bar from the C-channel flange. Therefore, the reinforcing steel was modeled using an 
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idealized elastic-perfectly plastic stress-strain relationship (see Figure 3.16). No strain hardening 

was considered in the analysis and the same response in both tension and compression was used. 

Given the location of the reinforcing bars in the cross-section, the response would not be 

significantly affected by the material model used.  

 

Figure 3.16: Idealized elastic-perfectly plastic stress-strain relationship for reinforcing bar. 

 

3.1.1.4. MF-FRP  

As discussed in McCoy (2019), both 0.5 and 0.375 in. bolt diameters with the 22-bolt 

pattern were studied and have similar ultimate capacity. However, according to the general practice 

for structural bolts used by NCDOT, 0.5 in. diameter is the smallest size allowed for the fastening 

application. Therefore, to be consistent in repair applications for both lab testing and field 

application, the 0.5 in. diameter bolt was considered. 

The linear-elastic model used in the analysis to calculate the force in the MF-FRP plate, 

with an ultimate capacity of 46.4 kips based on the small-scale material testing from McCoy (2019), 

is given by the following. 

𝐹𝐹𝑅𝑃 =  𝐸𝐹𝑅𝑃𝜀𝐹𝑅𝑃𝐴𝐹𝑅𝑃        𝑖𝑓 𝐹𝐹𝑅𝑃 ≤ 46.4 𝑘𝑖𝑝𝑠                                                                          (3.15) 
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𝐹𝐹𝑅𝑃 =  0                                𝑖𝑓 𝐹𝐹𝑅𝑃 > 46.4 𝑘𝑖𝑝𝑠     

where 𝐸𝐹𝑅𝑃 is the FRP elastic modulus provided by the manufacturer (Strongwell, 2016), 9020 ksi, 

𝜀𝐹𝑅𝑃 is the FRP strain, and 𝐴𝐹𝑅𝑃 is the cross-sectional area of the FRP plate, 0.5 in2. Hence, the 

target prestress strain can be calculated using the following application of Hooke’s Law. 

𝜀𝐹𝑅𝑃 =  
𝐹𝑃𝑇

𝐸𝐹𝑅𝑃𝐴𝐹𝑅𝑃
                                                                                                            (3.16) 

where 𝐹𝑃𝑇 is the target prestress force. An 18.5 kips effective force is the design prestress force 

giving a 4100  from the prestress strain. This prestressing force is consistent throughout the 

experiments conducted by McCoy (2019) and this research.  

3.1.2. Modeling Challenges 

In addition to the second-order effect of the MF-FRP and failure condition of the retrofitted 

beam behavior mentioned in the analysis procedure, a few modeling challenges made the analysis 

even more complex. These challenges are discussed in the following sections to increase the 

accuracy of the LSA approach. From the NCDOT perspective, it is essential to obtain accurate 

behavior in the transition region between elastic and inelastic behavior of damaged and retrofitted 

PC C-channel beams compared to the original AASHTO inventory and operating limits. 

3.1.2.1. Prestressing Strand Profile  

As mentioned in the previous section, the C-channel beam cross-section tested in this 

research was the type A pattern, consisting of four prestressing strands at each stem with one 

straight strand and three harped strands. With the harped strand profile, sections along the span 

have their own moment-curvature response according to the strand geometry. Figure 3.17 shows 

the different moment-curvature responses at mid-span and quarter span, in which the same applied 

moment results in a different curvature response. This difference will affect the first moment of 

area theorem to obtain the beam deflection at any given load stage, especially at large deflections. 
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A unique moment-curvature response is generated for each segment to conduct the first moment 

of area theorem. Therefore, it is important to be certain of the strand profile of the C-channel beam 

before conducting the analysis. 

 

Figure 3.17: Moment-curvature response of cross-section at different locations. 

 

3.1.2.2. Total Prestress Losses  

The prediction of the total prestress losses of the C-channel beam is an important parameter 

for the LSA approach. Figures 3.18 and 3.19 show moment-curvature responses at mid-span and 

moment-deflection curves of a C-channel beam for different levels of total prestress losses. It can 

be observed that different prestress losses do not affect the ultimate flexural capacity; however, it 

affects the behavior at the location where the inventory and operating limits are of most interest in 

this research. Therefore, the importance of knowing the total prestress losses goes without saying. 

In this research, two methods were used to obtain the actual prestress losses of the beams tested. 

First, by measuring the remaining stress in the strand at the mid-span after cutting the strand, and 

second, by applying load using an actuator in a flexural test to obtain the cracking moment 
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experimentally from which the total prestress losses can be calculated. Both methods and results 

are presented in the following sections.  

 

Figure 3.18: Moment-curvature response of mid-span cross-section at different total prestress 

losses. 

 

 

Figure 3.19: Moment-deflection response of a member at different total prestress losses. 
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3.1.2.2.1. Measuring Total Prestress Losses using Strand Cutting Method  

A comprehensive procedure to obtain the total prestress losses and results are presented in 

this section. The application was conducted using tested specimens from the full-scale shear 

experiments, which will be presented in Chapter 4. The procedure starts by selecting a location of 

interest where the prestressing strand can be fully developed and then the surrounding concrete 

section chipped away exposing the prestressing strand. The strand is then cleaned using a wire 

brush, sandpaper, and degreaser to remove all remaining debris. The mid-point of the exposed 

strand needs to be identified, and the locations to attach strain gauges determined. Based on the 

material testing results presented in Section 3.1.1.2, normal glueable strain gauges were selected 

for this application. Strain gauges are attached at the same distance from the mid-point on the same 

wire and connected to a P3 strain indicator and recorder. Strain gauge values are tared to set an 

initial reference point before cutting the strand. The strand is cut using a hand-cutting wheel at the 

mid-point of the exposed strand. The strand needs to be restored to the original spiral condition of 

the wires to record the correct strain value. Strain values obtained after cutting the strand are used 

to calculate the stress in the strand at the time of cutting. The measured stress value is then 

compared with the initial jacking stress to obtain the total prestress losses. Some strain gauges 

were damaged due to the substantial energy released during the cutting process. This procedure is 

illustrated in Figure 3.20. Table 3.3 shows the strain measurement data and calculated remaining 

stress obtained from the experiments using a modulus of elasticity of 29000 ksi. Remaining stress 

was then compared to the initiated jacking stress (186 ksi). Table 3.4 presents the calculated total 

prestress losses compared to the initial jacking stress using this method. 
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(a) Chip away concrete around strand                   (b) Clean strand with a wire brush 

 

     

(c) Attach strain gauge at the selected locations        (d) Cut strand with a hand cutting wheel 

 

     

(e) Strand condition after cutting                    (f) Restore the original strand condition 

Figure 3.20: Procedure of obtaining the total prestress losses. 
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Table 3.3: Strain measurement data and remaining stress. 

Beam 

ID 
Location 

Measured Strain                      

() 

Calculated 

Remaining Stress 

(ksi) 

Jacking 

Stress 

(ksi) 

Remaining Stress 
𝑓𝑚𝑒𝑎. 𝑓𝑗𝑎𝑐𝑘.⁄  

East West Average Peak Average Peak Average Peak 

1 Mid-span 3054 3178 3116 3178 90.36 92.16 

186 

0.49 0.50 

1 
2 ft. from 

mid-spana 
2525 3103 2814 3103 81.61 89.99 0.44 0.48 

2 Mid-span 3161 4189 3675 4189 106.6 121.5 0.57 0.65 

2 Mid-span 3262 3843 3553 3843 103.0 111.4 0.55 0.60 

3 Mid-span --b 3942 3942 3942 114.3 114.3 0.61 0.61 

3 Mid-span 3181 2823 3002 3181 87.1 92.2 0.47 0.50 

aPrestressing strand ruptured during testing. 
bStrain gauge damaged during strand cutting. 

 

Table 3.4: Measured total prestress losses. 

Beam ID 
Measured Total Prestress Losses (%) 

Average Minimum 

1 51 50 

1 56 52 

2 43 35 

2 45 40 

3 39 39 

3 53 50 

Average 47.8 45.2 

 

Based on Table 3.4, the average value of the minimum total prestress losses is 45%. The 

measured strain value from strain gauges may be considered slightly lower than the actual value 

due to the specimen condition after the shear testing. However, the applied moment at mid-span 

during the shear test was lower than its operating limit. Therefore, this impact can be neglected 

from the results. 

3.1.2.2.2. Measuring Total Prestress Losses using the Cracking Moment Method 

The cracking moment method was performed using a full-scale flexural test to determine 

the remaining prestress force, following the test procedure conducted by Higgs et al. (2015) where 

the applied load has to exceed the predicted cracking moment by at least 25% to ensure concrete 
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cracking is initiated at the location of interest. The specimen was tested under three-point bending 

using an actuator with three loading stages based on the predicted sectional cracking moment. This 

method was applied prior to destructive testing of the beam. The applied load at each loading stage 

was 8.5, 12, and 15 kips, representing before cracking, at cracking, and after cracking conditions, 

respectively. Three cycles were applied at each loading stage. The predicted sectional cracking 

moment was 90 kips-ft. based on the concrete strength and prestress losses from the previous 

experiments, which were 9.5 ksi and 45% losses, respectively.  

Two techniques were used to measure concrete strain during testing: bonded concrete strain 

gauges; and Digital Image Correlation (DIC). The Correlated Solutions DIC system uses a series 

of high-resolution photos to measure the displacement on the specimen surface of interest through 

a random speckle pattern field. Images are captured at a specified frequency during testing. By 

comparing the images captured during testing, strain maps can be obtained over the surface of 

interest using the Correlated Solutions software. 

A strain gauge was attached on the bottom side of a stem to obtain the concrete strain. The 

DIC was focused on the opposite stem to which the strain gauge was installed. The DIC results 

were analyzed at the same location of the strain gauge to enable a comparison. Figure 3.21 shows 

the strain map at the maximum applied moment of the third loading stage during the cracking 

moment test. The location of high strain can be seen in the image. Figure 3.22 presents the applied 

moment and strain response at the side of the bottom stem from the strain gauge and DIC results 

using a similar gauge length. The results presented in Figure 3.22 show that the strain value from 

the strain gauge did not capture the behavior well compared to the DIC. This is due to the location 

where the strain gauge was installed, which happened to be between two primary flexural cracks 

(refer to Figure 3.21). By finding the intersection point of the two slopes at the first cycle of each 
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loading stage (before and after cracking) from Figure 3.22 using the same procedure from Higgs 

et al. (2015), the cracking moment is determined to be 95 kips-ft., which is close to the predicted 

cracking moment of 90 kips-ft., assuming 45% of total prestress losses. 

Therefore, according to the experimental results from Sections 3.1.2.2.1 and 3.1.2.2.2, the 

total prestress losses of the C-channel beams used in the analyses presented herein is taken as 45%.  

 

Figure 3.21: Strain map obtained from DIC at third load stage after cracking. 

 

 

Figure 3.22: Strain response from strain gauge and DIC. 
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3.1.2.2.3. Calculated Prestress Losses using Design Guide 

The measured total prestress losses were obtained experimentally using the strand cutting 

method and the cracking moment method. However, it is worth checking the calculated prestress 

losses for comparison to the experimentally measured value. The calculated prestress losses of the 

pretensioned C-channel beam used in this experimental program is presented in this Section using 

simple expressions from PCI (2017). For pretensioned concrete members, total prestress losses, 

∆𝑓𝑃, 𝑇𝐿, are due to elastic shortening, ∆𝑓𝑃, 𝐸𝑆, creep of concrete, ∆𝑓𝑃, 𝐶𝑅, shrinkage of concrete, 

∆𝑓𝑃, 𝑆𝐻, and relaxation of tendons, ∆𝑓𝑃, 𝑅𝐸. The relationship is shown as follows: 

∆𝑓𝑃, 𝑇𝐿 =  ∆𝑓𝑃, 𝐸𝑆 + ∆𝑓𝑃, 𝐶𝑅 + ∆𝑓𝑃, 𝑆𝐻 + ∆𝑓𝑃, 𝑅𝐸                                                                               (3.17) 

A detailed explanation of each term is presented in the following, starting from the elastic 

shortening, 

∆𝑓𝑃, 𝐸𝑆 =  
𝐾𝑒𝑠𝐸𝑝𝑠𝑓𝑐𝑖𝑟

𝐸𝑐𝑖
    (𝑝𝑠𝑖)                                                                                           (3.18) 

where 𝐾𝑒𝑠 is the coefficient of the elastic shortening and taken as 1.0 for pretensioned components, 

𝐸𝑝𝑠 is the modulus of elasticity of prestressing tendons, 𝐸𝑐𝑖 is the modulus of elasticity of concrete 

at time prestress is applied, and 𝑓𝑐𝑖𝑟 is the net compressive stress in the concrete at the center of 

gravity of the prestressing force immediately after the prestress has been applied to the concrete 

given by 

𝑓𝑐𝑖𝑟 =  𝐾𝑐𝑖𝑟 (
𝑃𝑖

𝐴𝑔
+

𝑃𝑖𝑒2

𝐼𝑔
) −

𝑀𝑔𝑒

𝐼𝑔
    (𝑝𝑠𝑖)                                                                        (3.18a) 

where 𝐾𝑐𝑖𝑟 is the compressive stress coefficient and taken as 0.9 for pretensioned components, 𝑃𝑖 

is initial prestress force (jacking force after anchorage loss), 𝑒 is the eccentricity of the center of 

gravity of the tendons with respect to center of gravity of the concrete at the cross-section 

considered, 𝐴𝑔 is the area of the gross concrete section at the cross-section considered, 𝐼𝑔 is the 
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moment of inertia of the gross concrete section at the cross-section considered, and 𝑀𝑔  is the 

bending moment due to dead load of the prestressed component and any other permanent loads in 

place at time of prestressing. 

The prestress losses due to creep of concrete are calculated as: 

∆𝑓𝑃, 𝐶𝑅 =
𝐾𝑐𝑟𝐸𝑝𝑠

𝐸𝑐
(𝑓𝑐𝑖𝑟 − 𝑓𝑐𝑑𝑠)    (𝑝𝑠𝑖)                                                                             (3.19) 

where 𝐾𝑐𝑟 is the creep coefficient and is taken as 2.0 for normal-weight concrete, 𝐸𝑐 is the modulus 

of elasticity of concrete at 28 days, and 𝑓𝑐𝑑𝑠 is stress in the concrete at the center of gravity of the 

prestressing force due to all superimposed, permanent dead loads that are applied to the member 

after it has been prestressed and is given by: 

𝑓𝑐𝑑𝑠 =
𝑀𝑠𝑑𝑒

𝐼𝑔
    (𝑝𝑠𝑖)                                                                                                      (3.19a) 

where 𝑀𝑠𝑑 is the moment due to all superimposed, permanent dead load and sustained load applied 

after prestressing. 

Losses due to shrinkage of concrete are calculated as: 

∆𝑓𝑃, 𝑆𝐻 = (8.2 × 10−6)𝐾𝑠ℎ𝐸𝑝𝑠 (1 − 0.06
𝑉

𝑆
) (100 − 𝑅𝐻)    (𝑝𝑠𝑖)                              (3.20) 

where  𝐾𝑠ℎ is the coefficient of shrinkage and is taken as 1.0 for pretensioned components, 
𝑉

𝑆
 is the 

volume-to-surface ratio after removing the formwork, and 𝑅𝐻 is the average ambient relative 

humidity which is taken as 75 for a bridge located in the coastal area of North Carolina. 

The prestressing strands located in the C-channel beams tested are stress-relieved but not 

low-relaxation strands due to the technology at the time of the construction. Therefore, the 

prestress losses due to relaxation are likely to be significant and can be calculated as: 

∆𝑓𝑃, 𝑅𝐸 = [𝐾𝑟𝑒 − 𝐽(∆𝑓𝑃, 𝑆𝐻 + ∆𝑓𝑃, 𝐶𝑅 + ∆𝑓𝑃, 𝐸𝑆)]𝐶    (𝑝𝑠𝑖)                                          (3.21) 
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where 𝐾𝑟𝑒 and 𝐽 are the relaxation coefficients and taken as 20000 and 0.15 for grade 270 stress-

relieved strand, respectively, and 𝐶 is the coefficient related to the initial jacking stress.  

Alternatively, the prestress losses due to relaxation of tendons can also be calculated using 

Equation 3.21a by considering the time effect (Nawy, 2010). 

∆𝑓𝑃, 𝑅𝐸 = 𝑓𝑝𝑖
′ 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑡

10
(

𝑓𝑝𝑖
′

𝑓𝑝𝑦
− 0.55)    (𝑝𝑠𝑖) (stress-relieved strand)                                 (3.21a) 

where 𝑓𝑝𝑖
′  is the transfer stress, t is the time in hours that the PC member has been in service, and 

𝑓𝑝𝑦 is the yield strength of the prestressing strand.  

Table 3.5 shows the calculated prestress losses using the expressions mentioned above and 

considering different relaxation calculations. 

Table 3.5: Calculated prestress losses. 
∆𝑓𝑃, 𝐸𝑆 

(psi) 

∆𝑓𝑃, 𝐶𝑅 

(psi) 

∆𝑓𝑃, 𝑆𝐻 

(psi) 

∆𝑓𝑃, 𝑅𝐸  

(psi) 

∆𝑓𝑃, 𝑇𝐿 

(psi) 

∆𝑓𝑃, 𝑇𝐿 𝑓𝑝𝑖⁄  

(%) 

9435 17398 4893 
13946a 45672 25 

28086b 59812 32 
aPrestress losses due to relaxation according to the Equation 3.21 
bPrestress losses due to relaxation according to the Equation 3.21a at 45 years since construction 

 

The calculated prestress losses compared to the initial jacking stress presented in Table 3.5 

show that the use of the expression for obtaining prestress losses from the relaxation of prestressing 

tendon results in an 8% difference of calculated prestress losses. However, 25% to 32% of 

calculated total prestress losses is substantially lower than the 45% total prestress losses obtained 

from the experimental methods. Therefore, additional factors need to be considered in the 

calculated prestress losses based on the experimental results. 

The calculated remaining prestress in the prestressing strand using the cutting strand 

method is less than the remaining prestress obtained using the same method on an in-service bridge 

due to the different dead load (wearing surface) and support conditions. The remaining prestress 
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can be better examined using the following equation, resulting in an increased stress value in the 

bottom strand so that the calculated remaining stress better represents the condition on-site 

𝑓𝑏𝑜𝑡,𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 =
𝑀𝑑

′ 𝑒𝑏𝑜𝑡,𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑

𝐼𝑔
    (𝑝𝑠𝑖)                                                                                                         (3.22) 

where 𝑓𝑏𝑜𝑡,𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 is the calculated stress on the bottom strand, 𝑀𝑑
′  is the applied moment from the 

wearing surface or self-weight for the span length considered, and 𝑒𝑏𝑜𝑡,𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 is the eccentricity of 

bottom strand. Further, the C-channel beam span between supports while conducting the cutting 

strand method was reduced due to the failure mode from the full-scale testing compared to the in-

service condition. The increased calculated prestress due to the wearing surface, and support 

condition is predicted to be approximately 440 psi. This discrepancy is negligible compared to the 

magnitude of prestress losses calculated in Table 3.5. 

The difference in total prestress losses between the experimental methods and the empirical 

code based expressions is approximately 13% to 20%, even when the additional dead load and 

different support conditions are considered in the calculation. The difference may be explained 

due to the corrosion of the prestressing strands, resulting in reduced bond stress and causing slip 

between the concrete and the prestressing strand. Many conditions observed in real bridges in 

service for more than 45 years may result in additional prestress losses, which are not accounted 

for in the empirical expressions.  

3.1.2.3. Development Length  

The effect of prestressing strand development length is another factor that affects the 

predicted member deflection. Sections can only achieve their full flexural capacity when the 

strands are fully developed. Prestressing strand development can be calculated using the following 

expression from Nawy (2010) 

𝑙𝑑 =  𝑙𝑡 + 𝑙𝑓 =
𝑓𝑝𝑒

3
𝑑𝑏 + (𝑓𝑝𝑠 − 𝑓𝑝𝑒)𝑑𝑏    (𝑖𝑛. )                                                                                  (3.23) 
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where 𝑙𝑡 is the transfer length for the strand to develop its effective stress, 𝑙𝑓 is the flexural bond 

length that enables the strand to develop its ultimate stress, 𝑑𝑏 is the prestressing strand diameter, 

𝑓𝑝𝑒  is effective prestress stress, and 𝑓𝑝𝑠  is the stress in the prestressing strand at the sections 

nominal strength.  

The effective prestress stress, 𝑓𝑝𝑒, based on the total prestress loss value obtained from 

Section 3.1.2.2, is 101.8 ksi, the prestressing strand used in the C-channel beam is 7/16 in. diameter, 

and 𝑓𝑝𝑠 is taken as 243 ksi assuming 0.9𝑓𝑝𝑢. Using Equation 3.11, the calculated development 

length, 𝑙𝑑, is 76.6 in. (14.8 in. for 𝑙𝑡 and 61.8 in. for  𝑙𝑓). Figure 3.23(a) shows the prestressing 

strand stress development over the full development length from Nawy (2010). For analysis 

purposes, a simplified bi-linear model, as shown in Figure 3.23(b) was used in the analysis. 

      

(a) Stress-development length response            (b) Simplified stress-development length 

(adapted from Nawy, 2010)                                                     response 

Figure 3.23: Stress-development length response. 

 

Figure 3.24 shows the variation of flexural capacity along the length of a C-channel beam 

by considering the development length effect and the harped strand profile. 
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Figure 3.24: Variation of flexural capacity. 

 

3.1.2.4. Modeling Damage Condition  

Modeling the damage condition is the last challenge to be considered in the analysis, which 

affects the predicted initial beam camber. The damage condition created in the lab was achieved 

by cutting the bottom strand at each stem at mid-span using a hand cutting wheel. However, the 

damage observed in the field includes exposure of prestressing strands along the span resulting in 

the loss of cross-section at random locations due to corrosion. There will be less loss of camber 

for the damage created in the lab as the prestressing strands can be developed stress away from the 

cut area. However, as for the damage observed on-site, due to the exposed prestressing strand and 

losses of cross-section, prestressing strand stress will not be able to develop due to the bond 

condition and can be considered as the loss of the entire strand along the span. Figure 3.25 

illustrates the moment-deflection response of beams with different damage conditions. It can be 

observed that there is a substantial difference in the predicted response at the early stages of loading 

for the two damage conditions considered. The predicted moment-deflection response considering 
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the cut bottom strands at mid-span is similar to the experimental result for the same damaged 

condition. 

 

Figure 3.25: Moment-deflection response with different damage conditions. 

 

3.2. Results and Comparison 

Figure 3.26 shows the analytical prediction compared with the experimental results from 

McCoy (2019). A reasonable moment-deflection response was obtained compared to the 

experimental results. In the analytical prediction, beam deflection was predicted less than the 

experimental result likely due to the assumed ultimate concrete compression strain limit. Table 3.6 

presents a comparison of the flexural capacity between the analytical results conducted in this 

research to the experimental results and the results from a LSA using experimental data obtained 

from McCoy et al. (2021) such as initial camber, deflection at maximum load, and average FRP 

strain at maximum load. The results show that the LSA predictions for the retrofitted C-channel 

beams are approximately 5% of the experimental results and provide a conservative prediction. 

The analytical results of the flexural capacity presented in this research are very similar to the 

results calculated from the LSA approach using the experimental data, demonstrating that the 
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assumptions used in the analysis are correct and reasonable. Figure 3.27 shows the MF-FRP strain 

and member deflection relationship for the analytical and experimental results. The result was 

obtained from McCoy (2019), using the current design detailing, identified as specimens MF-FRP-

U2 and MF-FRP-D2. An additional experimental result was provided from the retrofitted C-

channel beam tested in flexure in this research and presented in Chapter 4. The flexural experiment 

had similar damage and repair conditions as the MF-FRP-D2 specimen tested by McCoy (2019), 

with an additional shear strengthening system applied at the beam end-region, shown as MF-FRP-

D2-1 in Figure 3.27. A linear behavior was observed in the experimental results of MF-FRP strain-

to-beam deflection. The LSA approach results present a similar MF-FRP strain-to-beam deflection 

behavior compared to the experimental data. This relation may be used as a method to simplify 

the analysis. The results show that a similar slope was observed on the MF-FRP strain-to-beam 

deflection response for both MF-FRP-D2 and MF-FRP-D2-1. It is said that the same strain 

deflection response can be obtained from the MF-FRP repair system applied on the same cross-

section and repair details. The relation between MF-FRP strain and beam deflection can be 

obtained from the slope of the relationship, decreasing the number of iterations required in the 

LSA approach. 
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(a) MF-FRP-U2 (repaired, undamaged) 

 

 

(b) MF-FRP-D2 (repaired, damaged) 

Figure 3.26: Comparison of moment-deflection results. 
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Figure 3.27: MF-FRP strain-to-member deflection relationship of the experimental and 

analytical results. 

 

Table 3.6: Comparison of experimental and analytical results of ultimate capacity. 

Specimen ID 

Experimental 

momenta 

(kips-ft.) 

LSA 

 momentb 

(kips-ft.) 

Predicted 

momentc 

(kips-ft.) 

Pred.c / Exp. Pred.c / LSA.b 

MF-FRP-U2 274 267 274 1.00 1.03 

MF-FRP-D2 192 193 205 1.07 1.06 
aUltimate moment obtained from three-point bending 
bLSA approach using experimental data 
cPredicted ultimate moment from current research 

 

 

3.3. Observations 

The developed analytical modeling procedure of retrofitted C-channel beams can be 

summarized as follows: 

 By considering the second-order effect from the MF-FRP system, the analytical 

procedure presented in this chapter shows a good predicted behavior and conservative 

ultimate prediction within a 5% difference compared of the experimental results. 
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 The predicted member behavior can be improved substantially by using good quality 

input data, including concrete strength, prestress strand properties, prestressing strand 

profile, prestress losses, development length, and damage condition. 

 Both the applied strain gauges on the prestressing strand and the cracking moment 

methods resulted in similar total prestress losses for the beams tested. 

 Total prestress losses obtained from the experimental methods are 13% to 20 % higher 

than that of empirical code based models, which may be due to corrosion on the 

prestressing strand, resulting in additional prestress losses due to reduced bond and 

slip between the concrete and the strand. This phenomenon for deteriorated in-service 

bridges is not considered by the empirical calculations. 
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CHAPTER 4: DESIGN AND VALIDATION OF A SHEAR STRENGTHENING SYSTEM 

FOR C-CHANNEL BEAMS 

The previously developed flexural MF-FRP retrofit system can provide a successful 

flexural capacity and AASHTO load rating improvement of deteriorated beams as demonstrated 

by McCoy (2019) and Bourara (2019) by testing C-channel beams and cored slabs from out-of-

service bridges. Although previous studies considered flexural deterioration only as seen by the 

example of Bridge 910180 (refer to Figure 1.1(a)), shear deterioration can also occur at the ends 

of beams that need additional attention. The deterioration at the end regions of beams include loss 

of concrete stem section and exposure of prestressing strands and stirrups due to overloaded traffic 

and corrosion from water leakage. The purpose of this full-scale experimental program is to study 

the beam shear behavior by simulating damage similar to that observed on-site in Bridge 810003 

in Sampson County, NC (Figure 4.1). Additional flexural testing was also undertaken to provide 

information that was not previously collected. This includes beam prestress losses and restored 

camber from the repair system to improve the analytical modeling.  

 

Figure 4.1: Shear deterioration at beam end-region observed on Bridge 810003. 
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This Chapter presents the experimental testing and results of C-channel beams with 

different levels of shear deterioration, and with different repair systems tested in shear. Additional 

flexural testing with both shear and flexural deterioration repaired with the combined shear and 

flexural repair system was also conducted to compare with the repaired flexural deteriorated C-

channel beams tested by McCoy (2019). The detailed experimental program is presented, 

including specimen descriptions, test setup, test matrix, and repair procedure. The experimental 

results and discussions are then presented in this chapter. The last section provides analytical 

predictions of the unstrengthened C-channel beams using ACI 318 (2019) to validate the 

experimental results. 

4.1. Design of the Shear Strengthening System 

McCoy (2019) and Bourara (2019) designed the original flexural MF-FRP system only for 

flexural deterioration. However, to address the shear concern, a shear strengthening system was 

designed for the shear deterioration at the end regions of C-channel beams. The design aims to 

improve the deteriorated beam shear behavior and integrate the original flexural MF-FRP system. 

A steel plate was used for the shear strengthening due to the simplicity of design, availability, and 

ease of integration with the existing MF-FRP system. The shear strengthening plate was optimized 

based on AISC (2017) design guidelines with a minimum shear design strength of 20 kips using 

Grade 50 steel to provide sufficiently increased shear capacity of the shear deteriorated beam back 

to its original shear capacity. Six 5/8 in. diameter bolts were used to attach the shear strengthening 

plate to the concrete stem after checking bolt shear, bearing capacity, and concrete splitting in both 

vertical and longitudinal directions. Figure 4.2 shows the designed shear strengthening plate. The 

dimensions of the shear strengthening plate are 38 in. long, 10 in. deep, and 0.25 in. thick with a 

slope at one end to fit the inside of the C-channel stem. A 0.25 in. plate thickness not only provides 
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enough shear strength and good workability ease of handing on-site by the installation crew, but 

avoids the potential bending issue during loading. The weight of this shear strengthening plate is 

27 lbs., and can handled by one person on-site. 

     

(a) Design dimension                                                       (b) Actual plate 

Figure 4.2: Shear strengthening plate. 

 

The shear strengthening plate is designed to be located between the fixed anchor plate and 

the concrete stem through the hole pattern, as shown in Figure 4.3. The bolt hole gird of the bottom 

two rows on the shear strengthening plate follows the same pattern as the fixed anchor plate to 

provide flexibility of locating the anchor plate while installing the flexural repair system. Shear 

strengthening bolts were anchored to the top and bottom two rows to anchor the maximum possible 

depth of the shear strengthening plate. Combining the flexural MF-FRP system with the shear 

strengthening plate, the proposed flexural/shear repair can be used to address both flexural and 

shear deterioration.  

     
(a) Elevation view                                                    (b) Cross-section view 

Figure 4.3: Flexural/shear repair system. 
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4.2. Experimental Program 

4.2.1. C-channel Beams 

Four 30 ft.-long C-channel beams were obtained from Bridge 380093 in Granville County, 

NC, the same C-channel bridge that McCoy (2019) tested. All four C-channel beams were in 

relatively good condition based on visual inspection with no concrete spalling or exposed 

prestressing strands. The good quality of the beams enabled the research team to control the 

damage level to achieve the goal of the experimental program. All beams were stored at the 

NCDOT Division 5 yard and shipped to the Constructed Facilities Laboratory (CFL) on March 

10th, 2021. Figure 4.4 shows the beams as stored at the NCDOT Division 5 yard and the delivery 

by truck to the CFL. 

     

(a) C-channel beams stored at NCDOT yard        (b) C-channel beams delivered to the CFL 

Figure 4.4: C-channel beams used in this test program. 

 

As mentioned in Chapter 3, the cross-section of the C-channel beam used in this research 

was a type A pattern with a 13 in. stirrup spacing based on NCDOT (1966). The design detail of 

the C-channel beam can provide stirrup spacing information that minimizes the chance of cutting 

steel during drilling. As for the beams repaired with the MF-FRP system, the same detail can be 

applied as McCoy (2019) to enable a direct comparison. 
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4.2.2. Failure Envelope of the PC C-channel Beam 

The failure envelope along the beam for both flexure and shear needed to be determined 

before finalizing the test setup. The failure envelopes were developed by discretizing the beam 

into 1 ft. long segments and the flexural and shear capacity calculated at each segment. 

4.2.2.1. Moment Envelope  

The moment envelope was calculated in both undamaged and damaged unstrengthened 

conditions using the LSA approach discussed in Chapter 3 by considering the strand profile and 

development length of the prestressing strands. Figure 4.5 shows the moment envelope for the 

undamaged and damaged condition. The assumed damaged condition was the loss of the bottom 

strand at each stem, which is considered as the worst case scenario. By considering the effect of 

the prestressing development length and the harped profile of the prestressing strand, the beam 

flexural capacity starts at zero at the ends and increases toward the mid-span as the prestressing 

stress develops. 

 

Figure 4.5: Moment envelope of undamaged and damaged C-channel beams. 
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4.2.2.2. Shear Envelope  

The shear capacity at each segment was calculated using the method from ACI 318 (2019) 

for prestressed concrete members. The actual effective depth of the prestressing strand was applied 

to the calculation to obtain the concrete shear strength. Concrete shear strength of the damaged 

section was calculated assuming the loss of the bottom strands, which is the same damaged 

condition created in the full-scale experiments. The stirrup shear strength was initially calculated 

using the spacing obtained from the NCDOT standard C-channel beam drawings and site 

measurements obtained from Bridge 810003 in Sampson County, NC, which were 13 and 6 in., 

respectively. The prestressing strand effective depth used in the ACI method was the actual 

effective depth of the section instead of using the suggested 80% of the cross-sectional height. Due 

to the slope along the height of the concrete stems (refer to Figure 1.4), the bottom web width was 

selected to calculate the concrete shear strength. These modifications aim to obtain the best 

estimates of concrete shear strength. Figure 4.6 presents the calculated shear capacity envelope of 

the undamaged and damaged section considering the two different stirrup spacings. 
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(a) Undamaged 

 

(b) Damaged 

Figure 4.6: Shear envelope along the C-channel beams. 

 

4.2.2.3. Failure Envelope  

Figure 4.7 shows the moment and shear failure envelope for undamaged and damaged 

beams. The envelopes are presented in terms of shear force to allow a direct comparison. The 

objective is to observe a shear failure by avoiding a premature flexural failure so that the shear 

behavior of the deteriorated beam may be determined.  
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(a) Undamaged 

 

(b) Damaged 

Figure 4.7: Failure envelope along the length of C-channel beams. 

 

According to the result presented in Figure 4.7, shear failure can occur before flexural 

failure at the region around 1 to 3 ft. from the end of the beam for the undamaged and damaged 

conditions. Therefore, the test setup was designed using a four-point loading system located near 

the end of the beam considering with the truck axle spacing and anchor hole pattern on the lab 

strong-floor. 
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4.2.3. Test Setup and Instrumentation 

Four beams and seven tests were conducted to understand the shear behavior of 

deteriorated C-channel beams. Shear testing was conducted on both ends of the beam to use the 

specimens efficiently. A reduced span length was required for the second test on the untested end 

due to the damage condition after testing the first end. All PC C-channel beams tested in shear 

were supported by concrete blocks with neoprene pads and loaded to failure using hydraulic jacks 

close to the beam end region with a selected shear span. The load was applied to the beam with 

four-point loading system using hydraulic jacks. All jacks were connected to an electric pump with 

a closed hydraulic loop to share the same pressure source and ensure equal applied load.  

The North Carolina non-interstate legal vehicles category, shown in Figure 4.8, is used by 

NCDOT to analyze the operating rating limit of bridges considered in this research. It can be seen 

that the minimum truck axle spacing is 4 ft. for the different types of trucks in this category. Due 

to the arrangement of the anchor holes on the CFL strong-floor, hydraulic jacks can be connected 

to two HSS loading tubes 3 ft. apart located on the top of the beam. Therefore, the first two jacks 

were located 40 in. from the support to create a shear span of four times the average prestressing 

strands’ effective depth. The selected shear span is considered to avoid the deep-beam effect and 

arching action, and enable the beam to experience flexural behavior. The average prestressing 

strand effect depth is calculated based on the harped strand profile along the beam (11.8 in. at the 

midspan and 9.1 in. at the ends of the beam). The remaining two jacks were placed 3 ft. away from 

the first two jacks. The layout was used to simulate the minimum truck axle spacing and apply a 

reasonable loading configuration.  

However, an unexpected flexural failure occurred after testing the first undamaged 

specimen in shear, resulting in rupture of a prestressing strand due to the moment at the second 
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loading point. Subsequently, the test setup was changed to a single point load using two hydraulic 

jacks to reduce the applied moment at the loading point relative to the shear in the shear span. 

Therefore, the remaining shear experiments were conducted using an one-point load test setup. 

 

Figure 4.8: North Carolina non-interstate legal vehicles (adapted from Weiger, 2017). 

 

A three-point bending setup was used for the specimen with both flexural and shear 

deterioration and the combined flexural and shear retrofit system. This specimen was tested in 

flexure with the same configuration as tested by McCoy (2019). The load was applied using a 440 

kip hydraulic actuator attached to a steel frame located at the mid-span. A 10 x 20 in. steel bearing 

plate was used to transfer the actuator force to the specimen in accordance with the AASHTO 
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(2017) bearing area for wheel loading. The specimen was tested under displacement-control, with 

a load rate of 0.25 in./minute. All three test setups are presented in Figure 4.9. 

     

(a) Initial shear test with two-point loads          (b) Subsequent shear tests with one-point load 

 

 

(c) Flexural test with 1-point loading at midspan 

Figure 4.9: Test setups for different loading conditions. 

 

The applied load was measured using load cells placed on the hydraulic jacks or from the 

actuator for the shear and flexural experiments, respectively. String potentiometers were used to 

obtain the member deflection during testing. For the shear tests, string potentiometers were 
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attached at the applied load points and mid-span. For the flexural test, string potentiometers were 

attached to the mid-span and quarter-spans. Linear variable differential transducers (LVDT) were 

installed at each support to measure the relative deformation of the neoprene pads during loading. 

Electrical resistance strain gauges were installed on the MF-FRP to measure the FRP axial strain 

while applying the prestressing force and during testing, as can be seen in Figure 4.10. 

 

Figure 4.10: Strain gauges installed on the FRP plate. 

 

4.2.4. Test Matrix 

4.2.4.1. Specimen ID Nomenclature 

All test specimens have been uniquely labeled and identified for quality and traceability 

using the format: 

X-PPP-NN-MM 

where X is the repair condition, PPP is the damage type, NN is the test type, and MM is the 

repair system. The detailed nomenclature is summarized in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1: Specimen identification for full-scale testing. 

Parameter Description Detail ID 

Repair condition Control specimen C 

Repair specimen S 

Damage type 

Undamaged U 

Severe shear damage DS 

Intermediate shear damage IDS 

Flexural damage and severe shear damage DFS 

Testing type 

Shear test with two-point load S2 

Shear test with one-point load S1 

Flexural test with one-point load F 

Repair system 
Flexural repair system F 

Flexural/shear repair system FS 
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4.2.4.2. Test Description 

Table 4.2 presents the test matrix for the four beams and seven tests completed to 

investigate C-channel beam shear behavior. The first test on beam No. 1 was an undamaged shear 

control specimen under a two-point loading condition (C-U-S2). The test setup was changed to 

one-point loading after experiencing flexural failure. The second test on beam No. 1 served as a 

severe shear damage control specimen (C-DS-S1) by chipping away a 1 ft. length of concrete with 

a 2 in. height from the bottom of stem starting 8 in. from the end of the beam with a reduced beam 

span of 23 ft. The same volume of concrete was removed for all shear deteriorated specimens to 

simulate the damage region. The bottom prestressing strand on both stems were cut using a cutting 

torch or hand cutting wheel to simulate the severe shear damage that can occur on-site. Test three 

on beam No. 2 was the undamaged shear control specimen (C-U-S1), serving as a benchmark to 

compare the behavior with the other shear experiments. Test four on beam No. 2 was the 

intermediate shear damage specimen (C-IDS-S1) with a similar shear deterioration observed on-

site and a reduced beam span of 24 ft. Intermediate shear damage was achieved by only chipping 

away the concrete and exposing the prestressing strand as described previously. This application 

was achieved carefully to ensure that only the bottom part of the prestressing strand was not bonded 

to the concrete. However, the top part of the prestressing strand was still in contact with the 

concrete section. The bottom strand on each stem was not cut. Figure 4.11 presents the sketch of 

the intermediate shear damage and severe shear damage cases created in the lab. The intermediate 

damage condition created in the lab compared to the damage condition observed on-site is 

presented in Figure 4.12. 
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(a) Intermediate shear damage                                   (b) Severe shear damage 

Figure 4.11: Shear damage conditions. 

 

     

(a) Intermediate shear damage created in the lab         (b) Shear damage observed on-site 

Figure 4.12: Shear damage comparison. 

 

Tests five and six on beam No.3 were the shear tests using the proposed repair system. 

Both tests five and six included the severe shear damage case. All severe shear damaged regions 

were patched to restore the concrete prior to the repair installation. Test five was repaired with 

only a flexural MF-FRP system (S-DS-S1-F), and test six was repaired with the proposed 

flexural/shear systems (S-DS-S1-FS) under a reduced beam span of 24 ft. The difference between 

tests five and six was to compare the contribution of the different repair systems. Test seven (S-

DFS-F-FS) on beam No. 4 was the last and only flexural test conducted in this research. Both the 

flexural and severe shear damage was created by cutting the bottom prestressing strands at mid-

span and both end-regions of each stem. Figure 4.13 shows the flexural deterioration created in 
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the lab. The specimen was then repaired with the flexural/shear repair system. Figures 4.14 to 4.20 

show the full-scale test setup and instrumentation of all seven tests. 

     

(a) Cutting prestressing strand at mid-span                 (b) Simulated flexural deterioration 

Figure 4.13: Flexural deterioration at midspan. 

 

Table 4.2: Test matrix. 

Test 

No. 

Beam 

No. 

Specimen 

ID 
Description a/db Testing 

Type 

1 
1 

C-U-S2a Undamaged shear control – two-point load 

4 Shear 

2 C-DS-S1 Severe damaged shear control 

3 
2 

C-U-S1 Undamaged shear control 

4 C-IDS-S1 Intermediate damaged shear control 

5 
3 

S-DS-S1-F Severe damaged shear with flexural repair 

6 S-DS-S1-FS Severe damaged shear with flexural and shear repair 

7 4 S-DFS-F-FS Damaged flexure and shear with flexural and shear repair 17.6 Flexure 

Note: 

 aOnly specimen tested in two-point loading. 

 ba is the 40 in. shear span for shear tests and 176 in. for the flexural test; b is the average effective depth taken as 

10 in. 

 

 

Figure 4.14: C-U-S2 (Test 1 on Beam 1). 
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Figure 4.15: C-DS-S1 (Test 2 on Beam 1). 

 

 

Figure 4.16: C-U-S1 (Test 3 on Beam 2). 

 

 

Figure 4.17: C-IDS-S1 (Test 4 on Beam 2). 

 

 

Figure 4.18: S-DS-S1-F (Test 5 on Beam 3). 
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Figure 4.19: S-DS-S1-FS (Test 6 on Beam 3). 

 

 

Figure 4.20: S-DFS-F-FS (Test 7 on Beam 4). 

 

 

4.2.5. Specimen Preparation 

4.2.5.1. Control Specimens  

Three control specimens were tested in this program, including the undamaged control, 

intermediate shear damage, and severe shear damage. These control specimens enable the 

experimental quantification of the C-channel beam shear behavior under different levels of shear 

damage without applying any retrofit system, as shown in Figures 4.14 to 4.17. The intermediate 

shear damage control was achieved by chipping away the concrete and exposing the prestressing 

strand. It is worth noting that even though the stem concrete appeared to be in good condition, 

corrosion was observed on the strands after chipping away the concrete, as can be seen in Figure 

4.21(b). Unlike the intermediate shear damage, the severe damage condition simulates the worst 

condition that can occur on-site. Total loss of the prestressing strand cross-section due to corrosion 
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was simulated by cutting the strand as seen in Figure 4.21(c). It is worth mentioning that minor 

tensile stress-energy was released during the cutting process due to the short development length 

at the end regions. 

     

(a) Undamaged control                              (b) Intermediate shear damage control 

 

 

(c) Severe shear damage control 

Figure 4.21: Different shear damage levels. 

 

4.2.5.2. Retrofitted Specimens  

Two retrofit systems were applied on the deteriorated C-channel beams. To simulate a field 

application, the chipped concrete was patched using fast setting cement before installing the repair 

system. The purpose was to create a flat surface for the shear repair system and decrease the 

corrosion rate of the prestressing strands, which is typical of current repair methods DOTs use on-
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site. An additional shear strengthening plate was added to serve as the primary shear strengthening 

component applied on the C-channel stem, located between the fixed anchor plate of the MF-FRP 

system and the stem (refer to Figure 4.3(b)). 

The MF-FRP repair was applied on beams No. 3 and No. 4. After determining the retrofit 

design, the repair started by locating the stirrups and prestressing strands with a pachometer. This 

step reduces the installation time as the stirrup spacing and orientation are not the same as provided 

by the NCDOT (1966) design drawings. The location of the fixed anchor plates and shear 

strengthening plates were then selected after the steel positions were defined. Holes were drilled 

using a hammer drill from outside the C-channel beam for convenience (Figure 4.22). On-site, 

drilling would need to be from the inside of the C-channel beam. All drilling processes were 

completed outside the lab for dust control. The steel plates (fixed anchor plate and shear 

strengthening plate) were bolted to the C-channel stem after the holes were drilled and the shear 

deterioration patched (Figure 4.23). Knowing the location of the fixed anchor plate, the FRP plates 

were cut according to the required length. The 22-bolt pattern was drilled at each end of the FRP 

plates. The FRP plates were then fastened to the FRP connector plates using 0.5 in. diameter A325 

bolts and tightened with 30 ft.-lbs. torque. The FRP elements and turnbuckle system were then 

mounted to the fixed anchor plate after the flexural deterioration was created. 
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(a) Locating the anchor plate template           (b) Drilling holes for the shear strengthening 

plate 

Figure 4.22: Drilling holes for the MF-FRP system. 

 

 

Figure 4.23: Shear deterioration patched with fast setting cement. 

 

The FRP plates were prestressed by rotating the turnbuckle body using regular wrenches 

to achieve the designed prestressing force. In this case, 18.5 kips was the target prestressing force 

at an FRP strain of 4100 , the same value used by McCoy (2019). A detailed installation 

procedure is presented in Chapter 5.3, and Appendix A. Strain gauges were installed on the FRP 

plates at mid-span and the near end regions to observe the FRP strain variation along the length 

and width of the plate during prestressing and testing. Although the MF-FRP repair system was 

applied on beams No. 3 and No. 4, only beam No. 4 experienced flexural deterioration. Flexural 
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deterioration was excluded in beam No. 3 to avoid any possible flexural failure outside the shear 

critical region during the shear test. Beam camber was carefully measured during the MF-FRP 

prestressing process using the string potentiometers. 

Prestressing of the MF-FRP was stopped at 15.8 kips of force due to unexpected concrete 

splitting at the anchor plate bolts along the bottom of the stem, as shown in Figure 4.24. The 

concrete splitting is likely related to the damage of the C-channel stem due to the drilling process 

where the anchor bolts are located, or the aggregate size used in the concrete. Concrete spalling 

inside the stem was observed while drilling from the outside, which reduced the concrete area 

available to resist the force transferred by the MF-FRP system to the concrete stem. A different 

drilling procedure was used for the MF-FRP retrofit system on beam No. 4. Leading holes were 

drilled from inside the stem with plywood clamped to the outside face of the stem using a smaller 

bit to minimize concrete spalling on the stem. The final hole diameter was then achieved by drilling 

from both sides of the stem. Figure 4.25 shows the stem condition for beam No. 3 and beam No. 

4. After changing the drilling procedure, much less concrete spalling was observed during the 

drilling process on beam No. 4. Little concrete spalling was observed in the field application 

(presented in Chapter 5), but nonetheless, care should be taken. 

Besides concrete spalling caused by drilling, another problem was observed related to the 

location of the fixed anchor plates after testing beam No. 3. To minimize repair time, the fixed 

anchor plate should be placed away from the internal steel reinforcement to avoid hitting them 

during drilling. In this beam, the fixed anchor plates were located between two widely spaced 

stirrups. This arrangement resulted in only pure concrete resisting the force transferred by the MF-

FRP system, leading to a premature failure. Therefore, the fixed anchor plate locations were 

adjusted to have a stirrup passing between the two columns of anchor bolts on beam No. 4. This 
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adjustment might increase the chance of hitting steel reinforcement during drilling. However, it 

will help avoid premature splitting failure at a higher MF-FRP force.  

 

Figure 4.24: Concrete splitting during prestressing of the MF-FRP system in beam No. 3.  

 

     

(a) Beam No. 3                                                       (b) Beam No. 4 

Figure 4.25: Stem condition after drilling fixed anchor plate bolt holes. 

 

The camber restored in beams No. 3 and No. 4 was 0.137 and 0.177 in. with 15.8 and 18.5 

kips prestressing force applied by each MF-FRP plate, respectively. Figures 4.26 and 4.27 show 

both ends of the final MF-FRP system applied on beams 3 and 4, respectively. 

Location of stirrups 

Concrete splitting aligned with bottom strand 
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(a) Live-end                                                            (b) Dead-end 

Figure 4.26: MF-FRP repair system applied on beam No. 3. 

 

     

(a) Live-end                                                            (b) Dead-end 

Figure 4.27: MF-FRP repair system applied on beam No. 4. 

 

4.2. Experimental Results 

Table 4.3 summarizes the full-scale experimental results, including the maximum applied 

force, measured displacement at the maximum applied force, total span and shear span length, 

applied shear force at shear span, and observed failure mode. Member deflection was measured 

using the string potentiometers located under the applied load accounting for the deformation of 

the neoprene pads during testing. The applied shear force in the shear span was calculated using 

static equilibrium and taken to be the shear capacity. The detailed discussion and the observed 
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behavior of each test is presented in the following sections. Measured FRP strain at different 

positions along the FRP length and width is discussed later in this Chapter. Figure 4.28 shows the 

applied shear–deflection response of all the shear tests conducted with one-point load. Due to the 

different loading conditions and test type, C-U-S2 and S-DFS-F-FS are not included in Figure 4.28. 

The maximum measured applied shear is compared to the shear demand of the HS-15 load limit 

for the corresponding total beam span lengths.  

The applied shear force of the HS-15 truck type for any beam length can be calculated 

using the relationship shown in Figure 4.29. Due to the different reduced total beam span for some 

tests, the calculated applied shear force from HS-15 was 30.9, 28.0, and 27.5 kips for C-U-S1, C-

IDS-S1, and C-DS-S1, respectively. 

Table 4.3: C-channel test results summary. 

Test 

No. 

Beam 

No. 
Specimen ID 

Max. 

Applied 

Load 

(kips) 

Measured 

Disp. at Max. 

Load Location 

(in.) 

Total 

Span 

(in.) 

Shear 

Span 

(in) 

Applied  

Shear Force 

at Shear Span 

(kips) 

Failure  

Mode 

1 
1 

C-U-S2 57.0 4.72 352 

40 

50.5 Flexure and Shear 

2 C-DS-S1 45.4 2.71 268 38.7 Shear 

3 
2 

C-U-S1 58.4 1.51 352 51.8 Shear 

4 C-IDS-S1 57.4 0.90 280 49.2 Shear 

5 
3 

S-DS-S1-F 37.3 0.52 352 33.0 Shear 

6 S-DS-S1-FS 45.0 2.33 280 38.6 Flexure 

7 4 S-DFS-F-FS 27.1 5.66 352 176 13.6 Flexure 
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Figure 4.28: Full-scale experimental results (1- point load shear tests). 

 

 

Figure 4.29: Load combination for calculating HS-15 applied shear force (adapted from 

AASHTO, 2018). 

 

4.2.1. C-U-S2 

Specimen C-U-S2 is the undamaged specimen tested with two-point loading on beam No. 

1 and was the first full-scale shear test conducted in this program. Figure 4.30 shows the total 

applied load and beam deflection response. First flexural crack was observed at the 25 kips load 

stage. When loaded to 40 kips, multiple flexural cracks formed, and the existing flexural cracks 

elongated and became wider along the span. Two flexural shear cracks were observed at the 45 

kips load stage. One of them initiated between one loading point and propagated toward the second 

loading point, while the other was located next to the first loading point, as can be seen in Figure 
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4.31. The specimen was loaded to failure after the 50 kip loads stage. As can be seen from Figure 

4.30, a flexural behavior was observed with a large member deflection. The C-channel beam 

experienced rupture of a prestressing strand at 51.4 kips of total applied load. After prestressing 

strand rupture in one stem, the applied load increased to 57.0 kips at an ultimate deflection of 4.72 

in. at which time a shear failure was observed. Therefore, the failure mode of C-U-S1 is defined 

as flexural/shear failure, as seen in Figure 4.32. With the flexural failure and rupture of a 

prestressing strand, the test setup was changed to one-point load to reduce the maximum moment 

for a given shear for all subsequent shear tests. The revised test setup avoided premature flexural 

failures during testing (refer to Figures 4.15 to 4.19). 

 

Figure 4.30: Experimental result of C-U-S2. 
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(a) Flexural-shear crack at first loading point       (b) Flexural-shear crack between two loading 

points 

Figure 4.31: First flexural-shear crack occurred at the 45 kips load stage (C-U-S2). 

 

     

(a) Prestressing strand rupture at 51.4 kips                      (b) Shear failure at 57 kips 

Figure 4.32: Failure mode of C-U-S2. 

 

4.2.2. C-U-S1 

Specimen C-U-S1 was the first test on beam No. 2 and served as a benchmark for the shear 

strength of an undamaged specimen to allow a direct comparison for the other specimens. Flexural 

cracks initiated at the 35 kips load stage under the applied load. More flexural cracks occurred and 

propagated until 52 kips when the first flexural-shear crack was formed. A new shear crack 

initiated suddenly from the support and propagating toward the applied load point while load was 

paused at the 58 kips load stage, shown in Figure 4.33. Shear failure occurred immediately after 

Flexural-shear crack Flexural-shear crack 
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reloading from the 58 kips load stage with an ultimate load of 58.4 kips at a maximum deflection 

of 1.51 in. Figure 4.34 illustrates the failure mode of C-U-S1. It was observed that the failure mode 

was slightly different on the left stem with a short longitudinal crack along the bottom strand from 

the support, which might be due to internal corrosion of the prestressing strand. The shear crack 

was measured to be approximately 45 degrees, as shown in Figure 4.35. 

 

Figure 4.33: Formation of first shear crack at 58 kips (C-U-S1). 

 

 

     

(a) Left stem                                                           (b) Right stem 

Figure 4.34: Failure mode of C-U-S1 at 58.4 kips. 
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(a) Left stem                                                           (b) Right stem 

Figure 4.35: Crack angle of C-U-S1 at failure. 

 

4.2.3. C-IDS-S1 

Specimen C-IDS-S1 was tested at the opposite end of C-U-S1 from beam No. 2 with a 

reduced total span. C-IDS-S1 was damaged by chipping away the concrete and exposing the 

prestressing strand on both stems to serve as the closest deterioration observed on-site. No newly 

formed cracks were observed up to the 30 kips load stage except for a longitudinal crack under the 

left stem outside the shear critical region from the original deterioration. Flexural cracks initiated 

at the 35 kips load stage under the applied load point. The first inclined shear crack occurred at the 

40 kips load stage at the end of shear deterioration and propagated to the loading point at the 45 

kips load stage, shown in Figure 4.36. An additional shear crack was observed at the 50 kips load 

stage. Specimen C-IDS-S1 experienced shear failure at an ultimate load of 57.4 kips at a deflection 

of 0.90 in. (a decrease of 0.61 in. compared to C-U-S1). Figure 4.37 shows the shear failure mode 

of C-IDS-S1. Specimen C-IDS-S1 had resisted 98% of the applied load compared to C-U-S1 but 

experienced a more brittle behavior. The internal deterioration level of the prestressing strand 

between the two stems resulted in different crack patterns but that did not appear to affect the 

member's general behavior. 
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Figure 4.36: Shear crack at 45 kips (C-IDS-S1). 

 

     

(a) Left stem                                                           (b) Right stem 

Figure 4.37: Failure mode of C-IDS-S1 at 57.4 kips. 

 

Specimen C-IDS-S1 was carefully examined after the test was completed and moved 

outside of the lab. Corrosion was observed on the prestressing strands after chipping away the 

concrete, as can be seen in Figure 4.38. The prestressing strands pulled-out 0.25 in. at the end of 

both stems due to the large shear force applied on the beam and low bond stress with the concrete 

(Figure 4.39). The stirrup spacing was measured after the removal of the damaged concrete. Figure 

4.40 shows the measured stirrup spacing using an edge ruler and a tape measure. The measured 

spacing was 10 in., instead of 13 in. as given by NCDOT (1966). This information is important so 

that the beam shear capacity can be predicted more accurately. The measurement of stirrup spacing 
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was also conducted for beam No. 1 and 3 using a tape measure. An average 10 in. spacing was 

measured for stirrups located at the end regions. Moreover, the orientation of the stirrups was not 

perpendicular to the beam's longitudinal direction (refer to Figure 4.40(a)). This will increase the 

possibility of cutting stirrups during drilling. With the different stirrup spacing and orientation 

observed from the tested beams and on-site compared to the standard drawing provided by 

NCDOT (1966), it is hard to provide a consistent repair design to locate the fixed anchor plate and 

the required FRP length. Therefore, careful field measurements of the target beams to be repaired 

is required to assist the design and installation process. 

     

Figure 4.38: Corrosion on the prestressing strand after chipping away the concrete. 

 

     

(a) Left stem                                                           (b) Right stem 

Figure 4.39: Pull-out of strand after testing (C-IDS-S1). 
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(a) Left stem                                                           (b) Right stem 

Figure 4.40: Measuring stirrup spacing and orientation (C-IDS-S1). 

 

4.2.4. C-DS-S1 

Specimen C-DS-S1 was tested at the opposite end of C-U-S2 on beam No. 1 with a reduced 

total span due to the ruptured prestressing strand from the previous test on Specimen C-U-S2. C-

DS-S1 was damaged by chipping away the concrete and cutting the exposed prestressing strand 

on both stems to serve as the most severe shear damage case that can be observed on-site. The total 

applied shear to beam deflection response can be seen in Figure 4.28. No cracks were observed 

until 26 kips of total load. A longitudinal splitting crack initiated at 30 kips starting from the end 

of the cut prestressing strand due to the debonding of the prestressing strand. At 33.2 kips, a shear 

crack formed resulting in a drop of applied load, as can be seen in Figure 4.41. However, the load 

continued to increase to failure. Due to the dowel action of the bottom prestressing strand, 

additional longitudinal cracks were initiated along the second layer of prestressing strands 

propagating from the main shear crack. The ultimate load achieved by C-DS-S1 was 45.4 kips at 

a deflection of 2.71 in (an increase of 1.2 in. compared to C-U-S1). Specimen C-DS-S1 resisted 

only 78% of the applied load compared to C-U-S1. Figure 4.42 shows the failure mode of C-DS-
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S1. The same failure mode was observed on both stems. The interaction of the cracking with the 

location of the internal steel stirrups can be seen on the left stem in Figure 4.42(a). 

 

Figure 4.41: Formation of first shear crack at 33.2 kips (C-DS-S1). 

     

(a) Left stem                                                           (b) Right stem 

Figure 4.42: Failure mode of C-DS-S1 on both stems. 

 

4.2.5. S-DS-S1-F 

Specimen S-DS-S1-F was tested on beam No. 3 and repaired only with the original flexural 

MF-FRP system. S-DS-S1-F was repaired with the flexural MF-FRP system to study the effect of 

the flexural MF-FRP system on the severe shear damage case. Severe shear damage regions were 

patched to restore the concrete section prior to testing, as would be done prior to installation on-

site. Concrete splitting cracks formed during prestressing of the MF-FRP plate, such that some 
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initial damage occurred on the concrete stem. No shear or flexural cracks were observed at the 20 

kips load stage. However, the concrete splitting cracks elongated and became wider. The first 

inclined shear crack initiated at the 30 kips load stage, passing through the top row of anchor bolts, 

shown in Figure 4.43, at which time the applied load dropped to 28 kips sudden. Multiple shear 

cracks formed at the 35 kips load stage with a random pattern from the support or propagating 

from the original shear cracks, as shown in Figure 4.44. The specimen failed in shear at an ultimate 

load of 37.3 kips, lower than the severe shear damage specimen (U-DS-S1), at a deflection of 0.52 

in., the smallest deflection of all beams tested; 0.99 in. less compared to C-U-S1. Specimen S-DS-

S1-F resisted only 64% of the applied load compared to C-U-S1. Figure 4.45 presents the shear 

failure mode of S-DS-S1-F. An entire concrete section, which the fixed anchor plate was bolted 

to, spalled off at failure on the right stem. It was observed that the fixed anchor plate was located 

between two stirrups, and only pure concrete resisted the applied force transferred from the MF-

FRP system. On the left stem, shear cracks initiated from the end of the patched region and passed 

through the anchor bolts. Additional minor concrete splitting cracks were observed after failure, 

but significantly smaller than the initial concrete splitting cracks that formed during prestressing 

of the MF-FRP system. For the case of severe shear damage, the presence of only the flexural 

repair system resulted in a weaker behavior. The shear repair system must be applied together with 

the flexural repair system to avoid premature failure under severe shear deterioration.  
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Figure 4.43: Shear crack formed at 28 kips (S-DS-S1-F). 

 

     

(a) Left stem                                                           (b) Right stem 

Figure 4.44: Additional shear cracks initiated at 35 kips load stage (S-DS-S1-F). 

 

     

(a) Left stem                                                           (b) Right stem 

Figure 4.45: Failure mode of S-DS-S1-F at 37.3 kips. 
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4.2.6. S-DS-S1-FS 

Specimen S-DS-S1-FS was tested on the opposite end of S-DS-S1-F on beam No. 3 with 

a reduced total span. S-DS-S1-FS had severe shear damage repaired with the proposed 

flexural/shear system to study the effect of the flexural/shear repair system on the severe shear 

damage case. However, both MF-FRP plates were removed prior to testing due to the loss of the 

concrete section where the fixed anchor plated was attached (refer to Figure 4.45(b)). Each shear 

strengthening plate was bolted and sandwiched between the concrete stem and the fixed anchor 

plate to simulate the condition of both repair systems. During testing, no cracks were observed at 

the 30 kips load stage. The first inclined shear crack initiated at the 35 kips load stage, shown in 

Figure 4.46. Figure 4.47 shows the formation of additional shear cracks at the 40 kips load stage, 

starting from the end of the patched region and propagating toward the load point. Specimen S-

DS-S1-FS was loaded to failure after the 40 kips load stage. Unlike the previous shear experiments, 

specimen S-DS-S1-FS experienced a flexural failure by concrete crushing at the top fiber at an 

ultimate load of 45.0 kips and a deflection of 2.33 in., an increase of 0.82 in. compared to C-U-S1. 

Specimen S-DS-S1-FS resisted 77% of the applied load compared to C-U-S1. No prestressing 

strand rupture was observed at failure. The shear strengthening plates were not utilized efficiently 

to restore the member shear capacity due to pull-out of the prestressing strands, which dominated 

the member behavior. However, the presence of the shear strengthening plates did change the 

member failure mode from the brittle shear failure to a ductile flexural failure by clamping the 

concrete stem and delaying the propagation of shear cracks. Figures 4.48 and 4.49 present the 

failure condition observed on the two stems of S-DS-S1-FS, and the flexural failure mode, 

respectively. Figure 4.49(b) shows clear evidence of flexural failure, where a crack was observed 

across the section on the bottom of the flange at the maximum moment location. According to the 
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applied shear-deflection response of the tested specimen in Figure 4.28, although the repair system 

did not increase the member shear resistance up to undamaged specimen (C-U-S1), the specimen 

experienced a ductile behavior and failed in flexure. It is worth mentioning that the shear resistance 

measured is not the shear capacity from the flexural/shear repair system due to the removal of the 

MF-FRP plate from the previous experimental failure mode at the other end. Therefore, the 

flexural capacity at the maximum moment location was reduced due to the missing MF-FRP plate.  

 

Figure 4.46: Formation of first inclined shear cracks at 35 kips (S-DS-S1-FS). 

 

 

Figure 4.47: Additional shear cracks at the 40 kips load stage (S-DS-S1-FS). 
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(a) Left stem                                                           (b) Right stem 

Figure 4.48: Failure mode of S-DS-S1-FS at 45 kips. 

 

     

(a) Top of the flange                                             (b) Bottom of the flange 

Figure 4.49: Flexural failure by concrete crushing (S-DS-S1-FS). 

 

4.2.7. S-DFS-F-FS 

Specimen S-DFS-F-FS was tested on beam No. 4 in flexure and was damaged by cutting 

the two bottom prestressing strands at mid-span and at both ends. S-DFS-F-FS was tested to study 

the flexural behavior of a C-channel beam with flexural and severe shear damage repaired with the 

developed flexural/shear system. The result of S-DFS-F-FS was directly compared to the C-

channel flexural experiments conducted by McCoy (2019), shown in Figure 4.50. The ultimate 

capacity achieved by S-DFS-F-FS was 27.1 kips (91.6% of the undamaged specimen tested by 

Concrete Crushing 
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McCoy (2019)) at a deflection of 5.66 in. (0.47 in. less than that of the undamaged specimen), and 

the maximum measured FRP tensile strain was 6148 . Specimen S-DFS-F-FS failed by concrete 

crushing due to flexure, as can be seen in Figure 4.51. The MF-FRP in S-DFS-F-FS did not 

experience any substantial damage, such as longitudinal splitting or rupture failure. However, 

minor longitudinal cracking was observed at the first four columns of FRP bolts, shown in Figure 

4.52, which is a typical phenomenon observed when the MF-FRP plate experiences high forces. 

Minor concrete splitting was found at one fixed anchor plate aligned with the bottom row of anchor 

bolts after testing. Figure 4.53 shows the local concrete splitting at the fixed anchor plate. 

A similar moment-deflection response was observed for S-DFS-F-FS compared to MF-

FRP-D2. Specimen S-DFS-F-FS had a 4% larger capacity, but at a lower deflection (11% less), 

compared to MF-FRP-D2 due to the different concrete strength, prestress losses, and beam position 

even though they came from the same bridge. Specimens repaired with the MF-FRP system (S-

DFS-F-FS and MF-FRP-D2) experienced a lower member deflection at the AASHTO operating 

limit. Although the ultimate capacity of S-DFS-F-FS was less than that of the undamaged specimen, 

S-DFS-F-FS experienced an increased stiffness and had a better performance at the operating limit 

compared to the undamaged specimen. The experimental results demonstrate that the specimens 

repaired with the flexural/shear MF-FRP system have improved inventory and operating load 

limits, and ultimate capacity compared to the flexural/shear deteriorated specimen. 

It is said that severe shear deterioration does not affect the general flexural behavior due to 

the low shear force applied to the shear span. The maximum applied shear force in the shear span 

was 13.6 kips, which is 35% of specimen C-DS-S1. Moreover, C-DS-S1 was still in the linear 

range at 13.6 kips of applied shear force (refer to Figure 4.28). However, with the presence of the 
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shear strengthening plate, the end region shear capacity can be improved, and the propagation of 

concrete splitting cracks may be prevented or delayed. 

 

 

Figure 4.50: Full-scale C-channel beam moment-deflection results. 
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(a) Left stem                                                           (b) Right stem 

 

 

(c) Bottom view of flange 

Figure 4.51: Flexural failure by concrete crushing at 27.1 kips (S-DFS-F-FS). 

 

 

 (a) FRP plates from dead-end 

  

(b) FRP plates from live-end 

Figure 4.52: Minor longitudinal splitting on FRP plates. 
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(a) Outside of right the stem                                         (b) Inside of right stem 

Figure 4.53: Minor local concrete splitting on concrete stem. 

 

The FRP strain was measured during testing at different locations on the FRP plate. Figure 

4.54 shows the location of strain gauges installed on the FRP plates. Of the four strain gauges used 

per FRP plate, one of them was attached at mid-height 1 ft. away from the FRP connector plate, 

serving as the end region value. The remaining three strain gauges were installed at the mid-span 

of the C-channel beam, at the top, middle, and bottom positions of the FRP width, representing the 

mid-region values. Figure 4.55 shows the FRP strain response with member deflection for the mid-

height gauges at the end and mid-regions of the plate during testing. No substantial strain variation 

is observed between these two locations along the length of the plate, supporting the assumption 

made in Chapter 3 that the FRP strain is constant along the length of this external prestressing 

element. Figure 4.56 shows the same response but for the three strain gauges at the mid-region of 

the plate during testing. The results show that the strain measured by the top and middle gauges is 

slightly higher than the strain measured by the bottom gauge. In Figures 4.55 and 4.56, the strain 

value recorded is the changer in strain after prestressing of the MF-FRP. Ideally, the pin connection 

of the MF-FRP plates would result in pure uniaxial tension of the plate during prestressing or 

testing. However, according to experimental results from Figure 4.56, minor in-plane bending is 
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observed due to the slightly different strain across the plate width. This is likely due to the frictional 

resistance of the pin connection at both ends, and is small enough to not affect the axial tension 

capacity of the MF-FRP plate. 

     

(a) Mid-region                                                             (b) End-region 

Figure 4.54: Location of strain gauges installed on the FRP plate. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.55: FRP strain variation at different locations along length of plate. 
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Figure 4.56: FRP strain distribution across plate at mid region. 

 

4.3. Predicted Shear Capacity of Unstrengthened Specimens 

For retrofit applications, it is important to understand the member capacity so that the best 

repair option can be provided. The shear capacity of undamaged and damaged C-channel beams 

can be obtained from experiments. However, in practice, it is necessary to calculate the member 

shear capacity using procedures from design guides or codes. Several expressions are used to 

calculate shear capacity of a prestressed concrete beam. According to ACI 318 (2019), Equations 

4.1 are used to calculate the shear contribution from the concrete for prestressed concrete structures. 

Equations 4.1(a) and 4.1(b) represent two types of shear strength in concrete beams: web-shear 

strength, 𝑉𝑐𝑤; and flexure-shear strength, 𝑉𝑐𝑖. The nominal shear strength provided by the concrete 

section is the lesser of the web-shear strength and flexure-shear strength. 

𝑉𝑐𝑤 = (3.5√𝑓𝑐
′ + 0.3𝑓𝑝𝑐)𝑏𝑤𝑑𝑝 + 𝑉𝑝            (𝑙𝑏𝑠)                                                                           (4.1a) 

𝑉𝑐𝑖 = 0.6𝜆√𝑓𝑐
′𝑏𝑤𝑑𝑝 + 𝑉𝑑 +

𝑉𝑖𝑀𝑐𝑟

𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑥
                (𝑙𝑏𝑠)                                                                           (4.1b) 
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where 𝑓𝑐
′ is the concrete strength, 𝑓𝑝𝑐 is the compressive stress in the concrete after considering all 

prestress losses, 𝑏𝑤 is the concrete web width, 𝑑𝑝 is the effective depth of the prestressing strand 

and not to be taken less than 0.8h where h is the total depth of the section, 𝑉𝑝 is the vertical 

component of the effective prestress force, 𝑉𝑑 is the shear force at the section due to unfactored 

dead load, 𝑉𝑖 is the factored shear force at the section due to externally applied loads occurring 

simultaneously with 𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑥, 𝑀𝑐𝑟 is the cracking moment, 𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum factored moment 

at the section due to externally applied load, and 𝜆 is a factor for different types of concrete (e.g. 

𝜆 = 1 for normal weight concrete and 0.75 for light weight concrete).  

𝑀𝑐𝑟 = (
𝐼

𝑦𝑡
) (6𝜆√𝑓𝑐

′ + 𝑓𝑝𝑒 − 𝑓𝑑)                                                                                          (4.1c) 

where I is the moment of inertia of the section about the centroidal axis, 𝑦𝑡 is the distance from the 

centroidal axis of the gross section to tension face, 𝑓𝑝𝑒 is the compressive stress in concrete due to 

effective prestress forces, and 𝑓𝑑 is the stress due to unfactored dead load. 

𝑉𝑖

𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑥
= (

1

𝑎
)                                                                                                                     (4.1d) 

The ratio of 𝑉𝑖  to 𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑥  used in calculating 𝑉𝑐𝑖 at the section of interest can be determined by 

Equation 4.1(d), where a is the shear span at region of interest. 

According to ACI 318 (2019), the following equation is used to calculate the shear 

contribution form the steel stirrups. 

𝑉𝑠 =
𝐴𝑣𝑓𝑦𝑡𝑑𝑝

𝑠
           (𝑙𝑏𝑠)                                                                                                   (4.2) 

where 𝑉𝑠 is the nominal shear strength provided by the shear reinforcement, 𝐴𝑣 is the area of shear 

reinforcement, 𝑓𝑦𝑡 is the specified yield strength of the shear reinforcement, and 𝑠 is the spacing 

of shear reinforcement. 
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Table 4.4 shows the predicted shear capacity using the ACI 318 (2019) expressions for C-

U-S1, C-IDS-S1 and C-DS-S1, compared to the experimental results. The concrete strength used 

in C-U-S1 , C-IDS-S1, and C-DS-S1 was 9.5, 9.5, and 8.5 ksi, respectively, from the concrete core 

tests (refer to Table 3.2). The spacing of shear reinforcement, s, was taken as 10 in. based on the 

measurements taken from the tested specimen. The concrete web width was taken as 5 in. given 

by the summation of each stem width at the bottom fiber. The effective depth of prestressing strand, 

𝑑𝑝, used in the calculation was calculated to be 13.6 in. due to the effective depth restriction of 

0.8h. A 45% total prestress loss was used in the calculation based on the experimental results, and 

the shear reinforcement was taken as No. 4 Grade 60 steel bars. 

Table 4.4: Predicted shear capacity using ACI 318 (2019). 

ID 
𝑓𝑐 

(psi) 

𝑏𝑤 

(in) 

𝑑𝑝 

(in) 

s 

(in) 

𝑉𝑐 

(kips) 

𝑉𝑠 

(kips) 

𝑉𝑛,𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑. 

(kips) 

𝑉𝑛,𝑒𝑥𝑝. 

(kips) 
𝑉𝑛, 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑. 𝑉𝑛, 𝑒𝑥𝑝.⁄  

C-U-S1 9500 5 13.6 10 31.3 32.6 63.9 51.8 1.23 

C-IDS-S1 9500 5 13.6 10 31.3 32.6 63.9 49.2 1.30 

C-DS-S1 8500 5 13.6 10 28.2 32.6 60.8 38.7 1.57 

 

Table 4.4 shows that ACI 318 (2019) over-predicted the shear capacity by 23, 30, and 57% 

for C-U-S1, C-IDS-S1 and C-DS-S1, respectively. The restriction on the prestressing strand 

effective depth set by ACI 318 (2019) is intended for design. However, it miscalculates the 

prediction for this analysis, especially for the severe shear damaged condition. The concrete web 

width is another variable that affects the prediction accuracy for the C-channel beams considered 

due to the shape of the stems. The width of stems is not constant along the height, making it 

difficult to decide what width value should be used. Therefore, some modifications are proposed 

to adjust the current ACI 318 (2019) expressions for the application considered in this research. 

The first modification was reconsidering the prestressing strand effective depth for analysis 

purposes. For a C-channel beam with a harped strand profile, the centroid of all the prestressing 

strands was used at the section of interest in the analysis. However, the severe shear damage was 
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created by cutting the bottom strand at both stems in the shear critical regions. Therefore, sections 

at the shear critical region should be considered with no bottom strands. The second modification 

was made by adjusting the value of concrete web width. Concrete web width should be selected at 

the location where concrete can provide shear resistance. Therefore, it was assumed to be at the 

location of the bottom prestressing strand for the undamaged specimen as concrete cover could 

not be relied upon to resist the applied shear force. Although the bottom prestressing strands were 

not considered in calculating the shear capacity of the severe shear damage specimen, the bottom 

prestressing strands were still bonded to the concrete that enabled the concrete to provide shear 

resistance at the location of the bottom prestressing strands. Figure 4.57 presents the different 

concrete web widths used with the ACI 318 (2019) equations. Table 4.5 presents the predicted 

shear capacity using the modified parameters representing a location 3 ft. from the end of the beam. 

 

(a) Initial web width used                       (b) Modified web width used 

Figure 4.57: Concrete web width used for calculating concrete shear strength. 

 

Table 4.5: ACI 318 (2019) predicted shear capacity using modified parameters. 

ID 
𝑓𝑐 

(psi) 

𝑏𝑤 

(in) 

𝑑𝑝 

(in) 

s 

(in) 

𝑉𝑐 

(kips) 

𝑉𝑠 

(kips) 

𝑉𝑛,𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑. 

(kips) 

𝑉𝑛,𝑒𝑥𝑝. 

(kips) 
𝑉𝑛, 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑. 𝑉𝑛, 𝑒𝑥𝑝.⁄  

C-U-S1 9500 5.32 9.66 10 23.8 23.2 47.0 51.8 0.91 

C-IDS-S1 9500 5.32 9.66 10 23.8 23.2 47.0 49.2 0.96 
C-DS-S1 8500 5.32 7.71 10 16.6 18.5 35.1 38.7 0.91 

 

The results presented in Table 4.5 show a substantial difference in the accuracy of the 

predicted shear capacity compared to Table 4.4. A better and conservative shear capacity 

prediction can be obtained using the modified values used in the ACI 318 (2019) expressions. 
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The member shear capacity of the severe shear damage case repaired with the 

flexural/shear system can be obtained using the following expression if the shear strengthening 

can be fully utilized. 

𝑉𝑛 = 𝑉𝑐,𝑚𝑜𝑑 + 𝑉𝑠,𝑚𝑜𝑑 + 𝑉𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒           (𝑙𝑏𝑠)                                                                                          (4.3) 

where 𝑉𝑐,𝑚𝑜𝑑 is the concrete strength using the modified parameters, 𝑉𝑠,𝑚𝑜𝑑 is the shear strength 

using the modified parameters, and 𝑉𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 is the shear strength provided by shear strengthening 

plates based on the 20 kips designed capacity of each plate. Therefore, the nominal shear strength 

of a severe shear damaged C-channel beam repaired with shear strengthening plate is predicted to 

be 75.1 kips, higher than the shear strength of the undamaged specimen. 

4.4. Observations 

The design and implementation of the proposed shear strengthening system integrated with 

the original flexural MF-FRP system applied to C-channel beams can be summarized as follow: 

 Full-scale shear experiments were able to fail the specimens in shear using a one-point 

load setup, and the shear capacity of the three control specimens was obtained directly 

through testing. 

 The specimen with severe shear damage repaired only with the flexural MF-FRP 

system experienced the worst behavior among all tests due to the formation of 

concrete splitting and inclined shear crack passing through the anchor bolts. The 

additional stresses from the fixed anchor bolts resulted in a premature shear failure. 

 The shear strengthening plate increased the shear capacity and the shear test failed in 

flexure. The measured applied shear resistance is not the shear capacity from the 

flexural/shear repair system due to the removal of the MF-FRP plate after the test on 
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the other side of the beam. Furthermore, the shear strengthening plate was not fully 

utilized due to the pull-out of the prestressing strands.  

 Even the severe shear damage condition did not affect the flexural behavior during 

testing. The repaired flexural and shear deteriorated beam achieved a capacity of 

91.6% of the undamaged specimen. 

 The repaired system improved the beam moment-deflection response by increasing 

the stiffness of the elastic portion. Therefore, the retrofitted beam experiences a lower 

deflection level and therefore, less damage, at the AASHTO operating limit.  

 The FRP strain remains constant along the length of the plate. However, minor in-

plane bending is likely developing in the FRP plate due to the presence of friction at 

the pin connections. This does not appear to affect the tensile capacity of the plate. 

 Modified values of prestressing strand effective depth and concrete web width for the 

use with the ACI 318 (2019) design equations provide a good and conservative shear 

capacity prediction, within 9% of the experimental capacities. The modified values 

are used to better reflect the actual geometry and conditions of the deteriorate region 

on site. 

 By repairing with the shear strengthening plate, the nominal shear capacity of the 

severely damaged beam at the end regions can be restored to that of the undamaged 

beam. 

 The designed shear strengthening plate can be used with the original flexural MF-FRP 

system to address shear deterioration of in-service prestressed concrete C-channel 

beams. 
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CHAPTER 5: RETROFIT OF AN IN-SERVICE DETERIORATED PC C-CHANNEL 

BRIDGE 

This chapter presents the repair of a second in-service deteriorated PC bridge in North 

Carolina using the prestressed MF-FRP system developed in this research. Initial measurements 

and long-term monitoring and temperature effects from the retrofitted bridge are also presented. 

The successful experiments conducted by McCoy (2019) and Bourara (2019) showed that the MF-

FRP retrofit system could restore the prestress losses and improve inventory and operating load 

limit for deteriorated PC C-channel beams and cored slabs. The first field demonstration installed 

on an in-service deteriorated C-channel beam on Bridge 340080 located in Franklin County, NC, 

in April 2019 only had one stem on one beam repaired with the prestressed MF-FRP system. The 

retrofit was observed in October 2020 after being in-service for more than 18 months, and it was 

found to be in good condition, as can be seen in Figure 5.1. The repair system is believed to serve 

as an ideal method to retrofit deteriorated PC bridges. 

     

Figure 5.1: Condition of retrofit on Bridge 340080 in Franklin County, NC, after 18 months in-

service. 

 

Bridge 810003, a three-span C-channel bridge located in Sampson County, NC, built in 

1966, was found to have severe deterioration due to natural aging and likely overloaded traffic, 
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resulting in corrosion of the prestressing strands, and concrete spalling. The deteriorated PC bridge 

was closed by NCDOT in May 2020, following the biannual inspection where excessive deflection 

under traffic load was observed. Figure 5.2 shows an overall view of the closed bridge.  The closure 

of the bridge resulted in a 6 mile detour and affected local businesses and farming. Due to the 

impact of the closure and the replacement schedule, an immediate action to reopen the bridge was 

required to extend its service life. The prestressed MF-FRP repair system studied in this research 

was recommended to reopen the bridge based on the good performance of the field demonstration 

on the Bridge 340080 in Franklin County, NC. The MF-FRP repair system was selected by 

NCDOT to reopen the bridge, minimize the community and business impact, and connect the 

research project to practical application. The repair was installed by an NCDOT division 3 

maintenance crew under the supervision of the research team. 

 

Figure 5.2: Overview of Bridge 810003. 

 

5.1. Condition Assessment of Bridge 810003 

Field observation was required to assess the bridge deterioration and provide an appropriate 

repair system. Figure 5.3 shows the deterioration observed on the bridge, including concrete 

spalling, corrosion, exposure of the prestressing strands, and loss of prestressing strands, which 
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reduced the beam flexural capacity and violated the AASHTO load rating limits. In addition, the 

loss of concrete section and exposed strands at the end-support regions shown in Figure 5.4 raised 

concern of the beams' shear capacity, which has not been considered in previous research using 

the MF-FRP system. Sound concrete is required for the prestressed MF-FRP retrofit system to 

prevent concrete splitting from drilling and the anchorage system. A Schmidt-Hammer was used 

to estimate the concrete strength resulting in predicted strengths of 7.0 and 8.5 ksi for stem and 

flange concrete, respectively. Note that the measured value obtained from the Schmidt-Hammer is 

limited to 8.5 ksi due to limitations of the device itself. Nonetheless, the predicted concrete strength 

is still higher than the initial design concrete strength of 5.0 ksi. Figure 5.5 shows the retrofit plan 

of the deteriorated bridge after field inspection. Although most of the target deteriorated C-channel 

beams had only one stem with severe deterioration, the repair team decided to provide a 

comprehensive repair plan and retrofit both stems for each deteriorated C-channel beam. It was 

determined that 6 beams (12 stems) required flexural strengthening, and 7 damaged end regions 

needed additional treatments to address shear capacity concerns. The shear deterioration observed 

on-site was not considered previously and required development of the proposed flexural/shear 

MF-FRP system as presented in this research. 

     

Figure 5.3: Concrete spalling and exposed prestressing strands near mid-span. 
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Figure 5.4: Loss of concrete section and exposed prestressing strand and stirrup at end regions. 

 

 

Figure 5.5: Retrofit plan for Bridge 810003. 

 

5.2. Retrofit Design 

The purpose of the retrofit using the prestressed MF-FRP system developed in this research 

was to reopen the bridge until the replacement can be scheduled, currently scheduled for early 

2022. The current version of the MF-FRP design from McCoy (2019) was used for the repair. 

However, to address the deterioration observed at the end regions, the additional shear 

strengthening plate that was designed to integrate with the original flexural MF-FRP system and 

presented in Chapter 4 was used. Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show the elevation and cross-section views 

of the repair system applied in the application, respectively.  
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(a) Flexural repair 

 

 

(b) Flexural and shear repair 

Figure 5.6: Elevation view of the retrofit system. 

 

 

(a) Flexural repair only 

 

 

(b) Flexural and shear repair 

Figure 5.7: Cross-section view of the retrofit system. 
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5.3. Retrofit Procedure 

After determining the extent of damage and completing the retrofit design, the installation 

procedure started with the FRP preparation. Beam measurements were taken to identify the best 

location of the fixed anchor plates. For the end with only flexural MF-FRP system, the fixed anchor 

plate was located as close the end of the beam as possible so that repair system can cover the entire 

beam as much as possible. Furthermore, for the ends with shear deterioration, the fixed anchor 

plate was located at least 1 ft. away from the shear deterioration to avoid the chance of developing 

premature damage during prestressing. Prestressing strands and stirrups were located using a 

pachometer (rebar detector) to avoid hitting them while drilling the anchor holes based on the 

strand pattern and stirrup spacing provided in NCDOT (1966). However, it was observed that none 

of the strand patterns and stirrups spacing in NCDOT (1966) matched the details measured on-site. 

The FRP plates were cut to the appropriate length for the retrofit plan using a wet tile saw to control 

crystalline 𝑆𝑖𝑂2  and dust. The designed 22-bolt pattern of the MF-FRP was predrilled in the 

laboratory to ensure the alignment of the bolts at each row to avoid uneven bearing while the 

system is tensioned. Wooden templates for the fixed anchor plate and shear strengthening plate 

were prefabricated to provide a reference while drilling on-site, minimizing labor effort. Damaged 

concrete sections at the end regions were patched one week prior to installation to provide sound 

concrete and a flat surface for anchoring the shear strengthening plate, to minimize concrete 

splitting while prestressing the MF-FRP system. Installation activities on-site started with 

clamping the wooden templates of the fixed anchor and shear strengthening plates to the previously 

determined locations. Holes for the dead-end and live-end of the anchor plates and the shear 

strengthening plate were drilled with a hammer drill. All plates were anchored and tightened using 

regular wrenches by the repair team. The FRP was mechanically fastened to the FRP connector 
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plates at both ends with 30 ft.-lbs. applied torque to prevent premature fatigue failure based on the 

experimental results from Bourara (2019). The turnbuckle system was attached to the FRP 

connector plate and turnbuckle plate. The FRP connector plate and turnbuckle plate were then 

attached to the dead-end and live-end anchor plates, respectively. FRP slack was removed by 

slightly rotating the turnbuckle body until the system remained straight. Before prestressing, 

elongation witness marks were aligned on the FRP plate and C-channel stem to indirectly monitor 

the applied prestress force. Additional strain gauges were attached to the MF-FRP prior to the 

installation serving as a cross-check of the prestressing operation and for the research purposes, to 

monitor long-term FRP strain and observe temperature effects. In this retrofit, the MF-FRP was 

prestressed to 18.5 kips of effective prestress force by rotating the turnbuckle body using a wrench. 

A second wrench was used to hold the FRP as a brace to prevent the FRP plate from rotating. The 

strengthening procedure was finished after reaching the desired prestressing force level. Figure 5.8 

shows key steps of the installation procedure. An overview of the installed retrofit can be seen in 

Figure 5.9. A detailed step-by-step installation procedure is provided in Appendix A. 
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Figure 5.8: Key steps in retrofit installation. 
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(a) Locating steel using a pachometer         (b) Precutting the FRP plates with a wet tile saw 

 

     

(c) Drilling holes in the FRP plates                            (d) Wooden template on stem 

 

     

(i)                                                                              (ii) 

(e) Drilling fixed anchor plate holes (i) and shear strengthening plate holes (ii) conducted by 

NCDOT personnel 
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(i)                                                                              (ii) 

(f) Installing bolts of the  fixed anchor plate (i) and shear strengthening plate (ii) by NCDOT 

personnel 

 

 

(g) Tightening of FRP bolts to 30 ft.-lbs. torque by NCDOT personnel 

 

     

(h) FRP prestressing conducted by NCDOT personnel 
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(i) Dead-end anchor plate with shear                            (ii) Live-end anchor plate 

strengthening plate                                                                           

 

     

(iii) View of live-end                                           (iv) Overall view of retrofit 

Figure 5.9: Overview of installed retrofit. 

 

The entire repair process required five days of fieldwork by an inexperienced 6 person 

NCDOT maintenance crew with no special equipment to retrofit 6 beams (12 stems) including 7 

shear strengthening plates. The installation was completed on November 4th, 2020, and the bridge 

reopened on November 5th, 2020. 
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5.4. Long-term Monitoring 

Instrumentation was installed on the retrofit system to conduct short- and long-term 

monitoring, including beam camber, FRP strain, and FRP elongation. Beam camber was measured 

before and after prestressing the MF-FRP using a stretched-wire system and a tape measure. The 

type of string used to measure the camber is important using the stretched-wire method to prevent 

sagging due to self-weight and relaxation. Kelly et al. (1987) and O’Neill et al. (2012) used piano 

wire and 80-pound fishing wire for the stretched-wire method, respectively. The reference 

positions were achieved by drilling anchor bolts or screws into the concrete and attaching the string 

(O’Neill et al., 2012). An 80-pound fishing wire attached to screws was used in this research to 

provide flexibility during installation. Beam camber was measured on Span 1 for Beams 7, 8, and 

9 (refer to Figure 5.5) before and after prestressing. Beam 7 is an unstrengthened beam, while 

beams 8 and 9 are repaired deteriorated beams. These beams were selected to study the restored 

camber from the retrofit system on an individual retrofitted beam and on the adjacent beam. This 

helps understand the condition of the transverse prestressing. Figure 5.10 shows the camber 

measurement system installed on a C-channel beam. 

 

Figure 5.10: Beam camber measurement system. 

Concrete 

Screw 

80-pound fishing wire 
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Measured FRP elongation provides an easy and economical way to obtain and monitor the 

applied prestressing force using witness marks on the FRP plate and concrete stem, as shown in 

Figure 5.11. In Figure 5.11, the ruler indicator and tape were temporarily attached to the concrete 

during prestressing of the MF-FRP to help monitor the FRP prestressing force.  

                       

(a) Before prestressing                                     (b) After prestressing 

Figure 5.11: Witness mark measurement. 

 

The required elongation can be determined using Equations 5.1 and 5.2 (Equations 6.7 and 

6.8 from McCoy, 2019), which consider the elongation from the applied prestress force and slip 

between the bolts and connections. The initial measured FRP elongations were between 1.1 to 1.3 

in. due to the difference in FRP gauge lengths.  

∆𝐿𝑝 =
𝑃𝐹𝑅𝑃×𝐿𝑔

𝐴𝐹𝑅𝑃×𝐸𝐹𝑅𝑃
                                                                                                            (5.1) 

and 

∆𝐿𝑇𝑂𝑇 = ∆𝐿𝑝 + ∆𝐿𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑝                                                                                                   (5.2) 

where ∆𝐿𝑝 is the elastic elongation of the FRP plate due to the prestressing force, 𝐿𝑔 is the gauge 

length over which ∆𝐿𝑝 is measured, 𝐴𝐹𝑅𝑃 is the FRP cross-sectional area, 𝐸𝐹𝑅𝑃 is the FRP elastic 

modulus, 𝑃𝐹𝑅𝑃  is the applied prestressing force, ∆𝐿𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑝  is the axial displacement of the FRP 
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considering bolt slip in all of the connections, which is taken as 0.4375 in., and ∆𝐿𝑇𝑂𝑇 is the total 

axial displacement required to achieve the targeted 𝑃𝐹𝑅𝑃 which can be measured while applying 

the prestressing force. 

Electrical resistance strain gauges (FLA-5-11-3LJCT-F) were also installed on the FRP 

plates to measure the FRP strain. FRP strain was measured using a P3 strain indicator and recorder, 

the same equipment used to obtain the prestress losses described in Section 3.1.2.2.1. The strain 

gauge served as a check to compare the measured FRP elongation with the same applied 

prestressing force. The required FRP strain is determined following Hooke’s Law given by 

𝜀𝐹𝑅𝑃 =
𝑃𝐹𝑅𝑃

𝐸𝐹𝑅𝑃𝐴𝐹𝑅𝑃
                                                                                                               (5.3) 

where 𝜀𝐹𝑅𝑃 is the target FRP strain measured using a strain gauge, 𝐸𝐹𝑅𝑃 is the FRP elastic modulus 

(9020 ksi), 𝐴𝐹𝑅𝑃 is the FRP cross-sectional area (0.5 𝑖𝑛.
2), and 𝑃𝐹𝑅𝑃 is the design prestressing force 

in the FRP. With 18.5 kips of applied prestressing force on the FRP, the target FRP strain was 

4100 . Strain gauges were installed on both sides of the selected FRP plate and used to measure 

the long-term strain variation and temperature effects on the FRP system. Long-term strain 

variation readings were taken between 9:30 and 10:00 a.m. to minimize the daily temperature 

effect. The daily temperature effect on the FRP system was measured on sunny days with a large 

expected temperature change (at least 10 ℉) according to the weather forecast with, a one-hour 

interval between each measurement. All instrumentation applied to this bridge was revised and 

improved based on the application experience from the Bridge 340080 installation, so that the data 

can be better collected during installation and beyond time period of this research. 
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5.5. Results and Discussions 

The repair process started on October 28th, 2020, and finished on November 4th, 2020, 

which took five days of fieldwork according to the NCDOT maintenance crew schedule. The 

retrofit of deteriorated PC beams was successful, and the bridge was reopened on November 5th, 

2020, one day after the repair was completed. The short- and long-term measurements taken during 

and after the repair are presented in the following. 

5.5.1. Beam Camber 

Table 5.1 presents the measured beam camber since the retrofit was applied. The restored 

beam camber was observed to be 3/16 and 1/4 in. by the prestressing of the MF-FRP system on 

beams 9 and 8, respectively, with an effective depth of 12 in. However, the restored camber was 

zero for beam 7 adjacent to beam 8 due to the loss of the transverse prestressing force. The beam 

camber remained constant since the retrofit has been in-service for approximately six months. 

Table 5.1: Measured beam camber. 

ID 

Initial 

Value 

(in.) 

Prestressing 

First Plate 

(in.)  

Prestressing 

Second Plate 

(in.)  

Days after installation 

18 28 75 173 

Beam 7 1-3/4 -- -- 1-3/4 1-3/4 1-3/4 1-3/4 

Beam 8 1-3/4 1-7/8 2 1-15/16 1-15/16 1-15/16 1-15/16 

Beam 9 1-3/4 1-7/8 1-15/16 1-15/16 1-15/16 1-15/16 1-15/16 

 

5.5.2. FRP Elongation 

Figure 5.12 presents the measured FRP elongation after installation. The ID nomenclature 

of the legend shown in Figure 5.12 is the FRP plate where SX represents span number, BX is the 

beam number, and R and L are the right and left stems, respectively, defined by the direction facing 

south to north. The results show that the retrofit system experienced a reduction in elongation 

within the first ten days after installation. However, the loss of elongation stabilized after ten days 

of service. As mentioned in Section 5.4, FRP elongation can be used as a convenient method to 
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monitor the applied prestress force. However, the decreased elongation during the first ten days 

was not from prestress losses but rather from the combined actions of the FRP bolts bearing on the 

FRP plate under sustained loading (refer to Section 2.1), and beam creep. It is recommended that 

the initial prestress force used in assessments be the value measured using the witness marks at 

least ten days after installation to allow the initial losses to take place. FRP elongation 

measurements from S2B4-R and -L could not be accessed after January 2021 due to the removal 

of the cross-board, a temporary walking platform set between bridge piles during installation, 

under the bridge by NCDOT Division 3 personnel. The remainder of the FRP elongation 

measurements have remained stable after being in-service for more than 6 months.  

 

Figure 5.12: Measured FRP elongation after installation. 
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5.5.3. FRP Strain – Long-term behavior and Temperature Effect 

The variation of FRP strain after installation is shown in Figure 5.13. Similar ID 

nomenclature used for the FRP elongation was used for the FRP strain gauge data presented in 

Figure 5.13. SX represents span number, BX is the beam number, R and L are the right and left 

stems, and S and M show the gauge location, on the concrete stem face of the FRP, or the inward 

face of the FRP, respectively. The average initial measured prestress strain was 4280  close to 

the target strain of 4100  Similar behavior was observed as for the FRP elongation 

measurements (refer to Figure 5.12), where the greatest variation of FRP strain occurred during 

the first ten days after installation and remained stable after that. It was observed that all measured 

FRP strains decreased slightly between the measurements taken at 75 and 173 days after 

installation, with an average difference of 180  (ranging from 100 to 230 ). This reduction of 

FRP strain results in about a 0.034 in. reduction (ranging from 0.0196 to 0.045 in.) in FRP 

elongation based on Equation 5.1. Such a small change in length is less than the minimum scale 

reading from the tape measure used for the long-term monitoring. Hence, the FRP elongation 

measurement remained unchanged even though small differences of MF-FRP strain were recorded 

by the strain gauges. The measurements conducted at 75 and 173 days was on January 19th and 

April 27th, 2021, respectively, representing Winter and Spring seasonal variations. Therefore, the 

strain difference is more like a result of the temperature effect due to the seasonal difference, and 

not from prestress losses. To date, the average initial losses of FRP strain is approximately 3.9 %, 

and the average losses between seasons is around 3.7 %. 
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Figure 5.13: Long-term monitoring of FRP strain. 

 

The long-term readings were conducted between 9:30 to 10:00 a.m. for each measurement 

to avoid the daily temperature effect on the FRP strain, which might mislead the results. Two set 

of measurements were performed on December 3rd, 2020, and April 27th, 2021, to investigate daily 

FRP strain variation due to temperature in different seasons. Figures 5.14 and 5.15 present the 

measured temperature location and data collected, respectively. Due to the manual requirement of 

collecting the data, the data is only collected during the daytime hours. The measured FRP strain 

results provide evidence that it is necessary to consider the temperature effect on the FRP strain 

by collecting data at the same time of day. By examining the relationship between FRP strain and 

air temperature, it is observed that the minimum measured FRP strain occurs at the maximum air 

temperature. The time lag between FRP strain and air temperature is due to the heat transfer time, 

enabling the member deformation to develop, which is approximately three to four hours. Figure 

5.16 illustrates the measured temperature location and the temperature gradient along the height 

of the section. It was observed that all temperature results measured from the bottom of the beam 
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experienced a similar variation of around 15 ℉ to the air temperature no matter what the season it 

is. However, the asphalt surface underwent the highest temperature variation because of the direct 

sunlight compared to locations under the beam; 33 ℉ and 63 ℉ differences in Winter and Spring 

seasons, respectively. The high-temperature variation measured on the asphalt surface in Spring 

resulted in a higher FRP strain variation compared to the Winter season. The results presented in 

Figure 5.15 show that the measured FRP strain variations in the data collection period were 52 and 

70  in Winter and Spring, respectively. It can be said that the temperature effect on the repair 

system is minimal and results in a change of 0.019 and 0.025 in. in axial deformation of the 30 ft. 

beam span for the Winter and Spring season, respectively.  

 

 

Figure 5.14: Measured temperature location. 
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(a) December 3rd, 2020 

 

 

(b) April 27th, 2021 

Figure 5.15: Variation of FRP strain and temperature. 
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(b) December 3rd, 2020 

 

 

 

(c) April 27th, 2021 

Figure 5.16: Measured temperature gradient over the section height. 
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5.5.4. Prestressed MF-FRP Retrofit System 

The prestressed MF-FRP retrofit system successfully repaired the deteriorated PC bridge 

and enabled the bridge to be put back in service under the current load-posting condition. It remains 

in good condition after being in-service for more than 7 months. Only minor longitudinal cracks 

were initiated on some of the FRP plates, located at the first one or two rows of FRP bolts, which 

was expected based on the fatigue test results from Bourara (2019). Longitudinal cracking was 

observed after the bridge reopened but remained unchanged after the initial two weeks of being 

in-service, shown in Figure 5.17. Besides longitudinal cracking of the FRP plates, no signs of 

concrete splitting or deterioration of the repair system are observed except for surface rusting of 

the steel elements. Figure 5.18 shows the condition of the steel elements of the repair system after 

being in-service for approximately 6 months.  

 

Figure 5.17: Longitudinal cracks on MF-FRP plate. 

 

Longitudinal cracking 
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Figure 5.18: Repair system after 6 months after installation. 

 

5.5.5. Cost Benefits 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, one of the repair methods available to DOTs is to replace a 

deteriorated C-channel beam with a good condition C-channel beam. However, DOTs are no 

longer using C-channel type beams in new construction. Therefore, there will be a limited stockpile 

of good quality C-channel beams available to conduct such repairs in the future, making traditional 

replacement less feasible. In addition, C-channel beam replacement method renting a mobile crane 

to move the C-channels beam on-site. The cost of renting a mobile crane and hiring an operator 

for 3-4 days is approximately $50,000, according to the information provided by NCDOT 

personnel. This adds significant cost to the replacement budget and requires road closure during 

the replacement process, resulting in a temporary inconvenience for the local community. 

McCoy (2019) showed that the optimized field-level installation time was 4.1 labor-hours 

for the flexural MF-FRP repair system on a deteriorated C-channel beam (2 stems). The MF-FRP 

repair system can provide a rapid and economical solution with little labor and simple tools and 

skills required. All components of the MF-FRP system and required installation tools are readily 

available commercially. For the repair applied on Bridge 810003, the total material cost, including 

steel elements, hardware, and FRP plate, for a single beam (2 stems) was approximate $2,000 with 
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a total of $12,000 for 6 beams, which is significantly lower than the cost of traditional beam 

replacement. Material prices are subject to change. Further, the witness marks used during 

installation allows monitoring of the prestress level in the long term without the need for additional 

instrumentation. And, as needed, the turnbuckle can be used to adjust the prestress level in the 

future. Further, most of the elements, except for the FRP plate, can be reused after bridge 

replacement, which is valuable from a budget perspective. 

5.6. Observations and Repair Application Recommendations 

5.6.1. Observations 

The results of the field application can be summarized as follows: 

• The retrofit application for 6 C-channel beams (12 stems) using the proposed flexural/shear 

MF-FRP repair system was successful, and Bridge 810003 was put back in-service after 

the repair was completed. It took an inexperienced 6 person NCDOT maintenance crew 

five days to complete the installation.  

• The repair system remains in good condition after being in-service for more than 7 months. 

No signs of damage were observed on the repair system except for minor longitudinal 

cracking on the FRP plate at the first and second rows of FRP bolts.  

• Longitudinal cracking was expected on the repair system after being in-service as was 

observed in laboratory testing. The longitudinal cracking did not continue to propagate 

after being in-service for two weeks. 

• Measured FRP elongation and beam camber remained constant after the initial two weeks 

of being in-service when the system became stable. 

• Long-term FRP strain measurement experienced a visible decrease due to the seasonal 

temperature difference. 
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• Daily temperature variation of approximately 15 ℉ (45 ℉ to 57 ℉ in Winter and 66 ℉ to 

84 ℉ in Spring) resulted in a 52 - 70  variation in FRP strain. In Spring, the temperature 

effect tends to impact the member deformation more compared to Winter. 

• The MF-FRP repair system can serve not only as an effective method to repair deteriorated 

PC bridges, it can also save a significant amount of money in terms of labor-hours, material 

cost, and equipment compared to the traditional repair or replacement alternatives. 

5.6.2. Repair Application Recommendations 

Additional installation time can be saved by taking the recommendations mentioned in the 

following based on the experience on Bridge 810003. The MF-FRP repair system requires drilling 

24 holes in the concrete stems (six holes for each fixed anchor plate). It takes approximately five 

minutes to drill a single hole without hitting a stirrup or prestressing strand. However, the drilling 

time increases to more than 30 minutes for a single hole once internal reinforcing is hit. Therefore, 

a good quality and accurate pachometer (rebar detector) is recommended to locate internal steel 

prior to drilling, as the beams are old and lack detailed information. It has been observed that 

stirrup spacing and orientation and strand patterns on-site are different than those specified on 

design drawing. 

A good quality hammer drill should be used for the installation. The drilling process can 

only be conducted under the beam, limiting the drilling space to the clear distance between the two 

stems, approximately 20 in. An angular chuck was installed on a regular hammer drill to provide 

extra working space during drilling (refer to Figures 5.8 (e)-(h)). However, the angular chuck 

seemed to decrease the drilling power and experienced over-heating. Therefore, it is recommended 

to use a regular hammer drill with the length of the drill, including the drill bit, less than 20 in. 
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This chapter presents the conclusions and findings of this research program. Future 

research is also recommended later in this chapter based on the outcomes of this project. 

6.1. Conclusions 

6.1.1. Analytical Modeling 

A layered-sectional analysis (LSA) approach was illustrated in Chapter 3 to generate the 

complete moment-deflection response of retrofitted C-channel beams. The conclusions are shown 

as follow: 

 The LSA approach resulted in a good response prediction compared to the 

experimental results considering the second-order effect from the MF-FRP system 

when the FRP plate is treated as an external unbonded tendon. 

 The ultimate capacity of the retrofitted C-channel beams predicted by the LSA 

approach provides a prediction within 5% compared to experimental results. 

 Predicted member response can be improved by taking prestressing strand profile 

(harped or straight), prestresses losses, development length of prestressing strand, 

concrete strength, and the member damage condition into consideration. 

 The remaining prestress force in PC C-channel beams can be obtained by cutting a 

strain gauged prestressing strand, or by testing the cracking moment experimentally. 

For the C-channel beams tested in this program, it was found that 45% of the prestress 

was lost relative to the reported jacking stress. 

 The difference of total prestress losses between experimental results and empirical 

calculations may be due to corrosion of the prestressing strand in the deteriorated 
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beams, resulting reduced bond and slip between the concrete and the prestressing 

strands. 

6.1.2. Full-scale Testing and Modeling of Shear Deteriorated C-channel Beams 

The shear behavior of C-channel beams with different levels of shear deterioration was 

obtained through full-scale experiments using a one-point load test setup.  Additional flexure 

testing was conducted to study the influence of the severe shear deterioration on flexural behavior. 

The conclusion can be summarized as follow: 

 For beams with severe shear deterioration, losing the bottom prestressing strand of 

each stem at the shear critical region, the measured shear capacity was 25% less than 

the undamaged specimen. 

 For intermediate shear deterioration, the shear capacity was only 5% less than the 

undamaged specimen. However, it only experienced 60% of the deflection compared 

to the undamaged specimen. 

 Severe shear deterioration repaired only with the flexural MF-FRP system had the 

worst shear behavior with a premature shear failure due to the formation of inclined 

shear cracks through the anchor bolts and concrete splitting in the longitudinal 

direction. 

 The shear strengthening plate can improve the specimen’s shear behavior, resulting 

in a flexural failure.  

 The retrofitted C-channel beam achieved 91.6% of the ultimate capacity of the 

undamaged specimen tested by McCoy (2019). Severe shear deterioration did not 

affect the member flexural behavior. 
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 The MF-FRP repair system enhanced the beam’s moment-deflection response by 

increasing the stiffness of the elastic portion. As a result, the retrofitted C-channel 

beam experienced a lower deflection value at the AASHTO operating limit, which 

indicates less incremental damage is being accumulated. 

 FRP strain was found to remain constant along the length of the plate. However, minor 

in-plane moment was observed in the MF-FRP plates due to minor misalignment or 

frictional resistance at the pinned connections. 

 Conservative shear capacity was predicted for the undamaged and severe shear 

damaged beams within 9% of the experimental results using ACI 318 (2019) with 

modified parameters. Removing the restriction on prestressing strand effective depth 

and defining a modified concrete web width helped improve the prediction accuracy.  

6.1.3. Field Application 

A deteriorated PC C-channel bridge located in Sampson County, NC, was repaired 

successfully using the MF-FRP system by an NCDOT maintenance crew and the NC State 

research team. Long-term monitoring was conducted during and after the repair was completed. 

The following conclusions are made: 

 Six C-channel beams with 12 stems were repaired using the proposed flexural/shear 

MF-FRP system by a 6 person NCDOT maintenance crew and the NC State research 

team in five days of fieldwork.  

 The retrofit on the deteriorated C-channel bridge was conducted successfully, and the 

bridge was reopened after the repair was completed. 

 The repair system remains in good condition after being in-service for more than 7 

months. No damage was observed on the repair system except for minor longitudinal 
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cracking on the FRP at the first and second columns of FRP bolts, and surface rust on 

the steel elements. It is recommended to paint the steel elements to help delay, or 

prevent, corrosion. 

 Minor longitudinal cracking of the FRP plate was expected after being in-service 

based on observations from the fatigue tests by Bourara (2019). 

 The repair system became stable after two weeks of being in-service with constant 

measured FRP elongation and beam camber. 

 A minor decrease in FRP strain was observed due to the seasonal temperature 

differences. The phenomenon was confirmed by the constant measured FRP 

elongation. 

 The repaired beams experienced a higher temperature effect in Spring compared to 

Winter, and a 15℉ difference in daily temperature resulted in only a 52 and 70 

 variation in FRP strain during the Winter and Spring season, respectively. 

 The MF-FRP repair system can serve as an ideal repair method to extend the service 

life for another year or two, with significant economic benefits.  

6.2. Recommendations for Future Work 

1. Develop an analytical model to predict the tensile capacity and failure mode of FRP 

plates that can be mechanically fastened. This will allow optimization of the FRP plate 

in the future and allow more design flexibility. 

2. Design FRP components that can replace the current steel elements of the MF-FRP 

system so that the system's weight can be reduced and corrosion of the repair can be 

eliminated. 
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3. Customize the fixed anchor plate design with a pin connection so that the dimensions 

and weight of the fixed anchor plate can be reduced. 

4. Perform shear tests on beams with intermediate shear damage and repaired with (i) 

only the flexural repair system, and (ii) the flexural/shear repair system.  

5. Modify the shear strengthening system by enlarging the bolt holes on the plate so that 

it can be installed more efficiently with more flexibility. 

6. Identify all strand profiles of C-channel beams and define an installation plan for the 

attached location of fixed anchor plates. 

7. Perform an analysis of the temperature effect on repaired C-channel beams, validated 

by the field measurements. 
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Appendix A: Detailed Installation Procedure of the MF-FRP Repair System 

 

Appendix A presents the detailed installation procedure of the MF-FRP repair system for 

a DOT maintenance crew. The content is an updated version of Appendix C and D from McCoy 

(2019). This Appendix also includes the required materials, recommended tools, and general 

suggestions when considering the MF-FRP system as a retrofit application. Table A.1 presents the 

materials needed for a single C-channel beam stem repair. 

Table A.1: Required material for a single C-channel beam stem repair. 

Item Quantity Note 

½ in.-13 Bolts (1.5" Long)  

(Grade A325 Steel) 
44 

Bolts 

(Mechanically Fastened FRP Plate to FRP 

Connector Plate) 

½ -13 in. Nuts 

(Steel – Grade 8) 
44 

½ in. Flat Washers 88 

Alloy steel shoulder bolts: 1.5 in. 

shoulder diameter 

(Black-Oxide Coating) 

2 
Alloy Steel Shoulder Bolts 

(Anchor Plate to FRP Connector to provide  

pinned connections) 
1-1/8 in.-7 Nuts 

(Black-Oxide Steel – Grade 8) 
2 

1-1/8 in. Flat Washer 2 

¾ in.-10 Bolts (7" Long) 

(Grade A325 Steel) 
12 

Anchor Bolts 

(FRP System to Concrete Section) 

¾ -10 in. Nuts 

(Black-Oxide Steel – Grade 8) 
12 

¾ in. Flat Washers 12 

0.812 in. Wedge Washers 12 

Hex bar (𝑊𝑑 = 2 in.) 8 in. 
Turnbuckle System to FRP Connector Plate 

and Turnbuckle Plate 

Fixed Anchor Plates 2 

Steel Elements 
FRP Connector – Dead-end 1 

FRP Connector – Live-end 1 

Turnbuckle Pates 1 

Turnbuckle Sets  

(body with thread rod) 
1 Prestressing System 

FRP Plate 30 ft. Composite Material 

 

All hardware is readily available from multiple commercial service. The 22-bolt pattern is 

designed based on the FRP plate manufactured by Strongwell. Therefore, the FRP plate has to be 

purchased directly from this manufacturer. The turnbuckle system is the element used to prestress 
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the repair system. It is readily available; however, the turnbuckle needs to have a right- and left-

hand thread at either end of the turnbuckle body to ensure only one end moves during the 

prestressing process. Figures A.1 to A.12 show the design drawing details and welding plan of the 

steel elements of the MF-FRP repair system adapted from McCoy (2019). It is worth mentioning 

that the aping threads direction for the turnbuckle couplers (refer to Figures A.4(a) and A.6(b)) 

have to be consistent with the thread direction of the turnbuckle rods. 

 

 

 

(a) Top view                                                                    (b) Bottom view 

 

 

(c) Elevation view 

Figure A.1: Fixed anchor plate design detail. 
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(a) Elevation view 

 

 

(b) Plan view 

Figure A.2: FRP connector plate 1 design detail. 

 

 

 

 

(a) Elevation view 

 

 

(b) Plan view 

Figure A.3: FRP connector plate 2 design detail. 
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(a) Turnbuckle coupler 

 

 

(b) Elevation view 

 

 

(c) Plan view 

Figure A.4: FRP connector plate 2 – weld detail. 

 

 

 

 

(a) Elevation view                                             (b) Plan view 

Figure A.5: Turnbuckle plate design detail. 
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(a) Turnbuckle coupler 

 

 

(a) Elevation view                                                    (b) Plan view 

Figure A.6: Turnbuckle plate - weld detail. 
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Figure A.7: Fixed anchor plate machinist as-built drawing. 
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Figure A.8: Shoulder bolt (pin) machinist as-built detail 
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Figure A.9: Fixed anchor plate-pin as-built assembly detail. 
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Figure A.10: FRP connector plate 1 machinist as-built drawing. 
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Figure A.11: FRP connector plate 2 machinist as-built drawing. 
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Figure A.12: Turnbuckle (TB) plate machinist as-built drawing. 
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Table A.2 presents the tools required for the installation. Table A.3 gives a detailed 

installation procedure of the MF-FRP repair system, to provide DOT maintenance crews a useful 

reference. 

Table A.2: Required tools for the installation. 

Item Note 

Hammer Drill 
To drill holes on the C-channel stems for the fixed anchor 

bolts. 

7/8” Drill Bit 
To create holes with 1/8” diameter larger for the 3/4” 

anchor bolts. 

9/16” Drill Bit To drill additional holes on the FRP plates if needed. 

Hand-cutting Wheel To shorten the FRP plates if needed. 

Drill Bit to cut steel 
To cut through the stirrups or prestressing strands if they 

are hit during drilling anchor holes. 

Wrenches 
Use for tightening the nuts on each bolt with different 

diameters and for prestressing the MF-FRP repair system. 

C-clamps 
To hold the wooden template of the fixed anchor plate and 

shear strengthening plate while drilling. 

Torque Wrench To provide the 30 ft.-lbs. on the FRP bolts. 
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Table A.3: Detailed installation procedure (revised from McCoy, 2019). 

Steps Detailed Activity 

1. Determine the extent of damage, especially in the anchor zone 

  1.1 
Assume the substrate condition in the anchor plate region and determine whether a shear 

strengthening plate is needed. 

2. Evaluate concrete quality 

  2.1 Estimate concrete strength using a Schmidt-Hammer. 

    2.1.1 If NDT (e.g., impact echo or shear wave tomography) is used, measure Cp before cutting core. 

    2.1.2 If possible, take at least one core in the stem. 

3. 
Prepare the MF-FRP repair system elements – Flexural/shear MF-FRP repair system (refer to 

Figure A.13). 

4. Prepare FRP for installation 

  4.1 
• Identify position of the MF-FRP anchor plate by locating stirrups and prestressing strands using a 

pachometer (rebar detector) to avoid hitting them (refer to Figure A.14). 

  4.2 

Cut FRP to appropriate length and numbers for the target beam. 

• Use a wet tile saw (best choice) or regular concrete saw with water sprayed to control crystalline 

SiO2 and dust (refer to Figure A.15). 

  4.3 

Drill holes on the FRP plate. 

• Use the 9/16” diameter drill bit for ½” diameter bolts. Ensure the alignment of each row of bolts 

holes to avoid the uneven bearing of the bolts (refer to Figure A.16) 

5. Installation Activities 

  5.1 
Clamp a wooden template of the anchor plate to provide a reference for drilling. (refer to Figure 

A.17). 

  5.2 Drill holes for the dead-end and live-end of the anchor plate (refer to Figure A.18). 

  5.3 
Install dead-end and live-end fixed anchor plates using wrenches to tie the anchor bolts (refer to 

Figure A.19). 

5.3.1 Repeat steps 5.1 to 5.3 for shear strengthening plate if needed. 

  5.4 

Attach FRP to the FRP connector plates. 

• Apply 30 ft.-lbs. torque on each FRP bolt using a torque wrench to prevent premature fatigue 

failure (refer to Figure A.20). 

  5.5 Attach FRP connector plate to the turnbuckle and turnbuckle plates. 

  5.6 
Attach the FRP connector plate and turnbuckle plate to the dead-end and live-end anchor plates, 

respectively. 

  5.7 Remove FRP slack using wrenches until the FRP plate become straight with minor tension force. 

  5.8 

Mark elongation witness marks for the desired prestress level on the C-channel stem and FRP strip 

(refer to Figure A.21) with the elongation witness marks before and after prestressing the MF-FRP 

repair system. 

  5.9 

Prestress MF-FRP plate to the designed prestress force. 

• Use another wrench to hold the FRP as a brace to prevent the plate from rotating during 

prestressing (refer to Figure A.22). 

  5.10 Demobilization 
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         (a) FRP connector plates (Live-end)                     (b) FRP connector plates (Dead-end) 

                    and turnbuckle plates                                        and shear strengthening plates 

 

     

(c) Turnbuckle and hardware                                          (d) Fixed anchor plates 

 

 

(e) MF-FRP plate 

Figure A.13: Repair elements. 
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Figure A.14: Locating steels using a pachometer.     Figure A.15: Precutting FRP plates with a 

wet tile saw 

 

     

Figure A.16: Drilling holes in the FRP plates.         Figure A.17: Wooden template on stem 

 

     

Figure A.18: Drilling anchor plate holes.         Figure A.19: Installing bolts of the fixed anchor 

plate (similar for shear strengthening plate). 
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Figure A.20: Tightening of FRP bolts to 30 ft.-lbs. torque. 

 

         

(a) Before prestressing                     (b) After prestressing 

Figure A.21: Elongation witness mark. 

 

     

Figure A.22: Prestressing the MF-FRP plates. 


